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1 INTRODUCTION
The existing FSC National Boreal Standard1 (hereafter referred to as the “NBS”, or the
“Standard”) was developed through a consultative process, which took place from 2001 to 2003,
and was formally accredited in August 2004. The Standard has been well received in its first
several years of use. However, like any process, the first iteration of application reveals
opportunities for improvement. As all accredited FSC Forest Management Standards are
required to undergo a review every five years, FSC Canada has begun the process of reviewing
this Standard. As part of the review process, FSC Canada commissioned a web-based survey
to gather the opinions of interested parties on the Standard and what changes should be made
to improve it.
The broad objectives of the survey were to:
1. To identify whether (and what) elements of sustainability are missing from the present
Standard.
2. To identify what indicators in the present Standard contribute well to the assessment of
appropriate forestry.
3. To identify areas in which the Standard’s requirements overlap with well-enforced
provincial regulations.
The survey contained several series of questions targeted at different user groups/interested
parties. The parties targeted by the survey were:






Forest management certificate holders/forest managers;
Certifier/Forest management auditors;
First Nation/Aboriginal people and organizations;
Representatives of Provincial or Territorial governments; and
Other stakeholders (NGOs, members of the public, etc.)

The questions asked of each group were similar, although nuanced in ways to make them
appropriate to the professional responsibilities or interests of the group. In general terms, the
questions were intended to solicit responses on the following topics:









indicators or other components of the Standard which have had significant positive or
negative impacts on forest management;
indicators which have requirements that have been difficult to address (asked of
certificated holders);
indicators which have been difficult to assess (asked of certifiers and auditors);
indicators which are unclear and in need of greater explanation or specificity;
indicators which should be eliminated;
indicators which should be revised;
other components (verifiers, intent boxes, definitions, etc.) which should be revised;
indicators which do not improve the well-being of the forest or forest-dependent
communities;

1

Forest Stewardship Council, Canada Working Group (2004). National Boreal Standard Accredited by
FSC August 6, 2004.
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important issues related to forest management which should be addressed in the
revision of the NBS; and
opportunities for the interests of First Nations/Aboriginal individuals and organizations to
be considered in the certification process.

The survey was posted on Survey Monkey (www.surveymonkey.com) in mid-April of 2009.
Notices informing recipients of the survey’s availability were sent to the approximately 2500)
individuals and organisations on FSC Canada’s mailing list. In addition, a targeted notice was
sent to an additional approximately 100 recipients. The survey remained open for completion
until early June.

2 RESULTS
The survey was completed by approximately 45 individuals from all the user groups/interested
parties identified above. Comments were received on almost all of the Standard’s existing 203
indicators. As well, many important topics which transcend individual indicators were raised,
and there were suggestions for a variety of new indicators.
Due to the sheer volume of responses and numbers of indicators and questions it has been
useful to summarize the responses in a number of ways. Section 2.1 presents a synopsis of the
important issues raised by survey respondents, sorted by each of the 10 principles of the NBS.
Detailed information on the input related to each principle is provided in a series of tables in
Appendix I.
Respondents raised some important which are not specifically addressed by the Standard at
present. Some of the key issues of this sort are addressed in Section 2.2. In addition, through
the survey, a number of other issues, not related to the content of the Standard, but to its
organization and structure were raised. These are identified and discussed in Section 2.3.

2.1 SUMMARY OF KEY INPUT BY PRINCIPLE
2.1.1

Principle 1 – Compliance with Laws and FSC Principles

General
None of the survey respondents had issues regarding the content of the criteria under P1,
however there were some interpretation issues, some concern that the criteria were not very
relevant to Canadian boreal forestry, and some redundancy. The major interpretational issue
related to the demonstration of long-term commitment to FSC Principles (C1.6), and what that
meant for the properties held or licensed by the applicant. Questions were also raised of how to
address C1.4 when the provincial requirements are specific and at odds with FSC direction.
FSC Canada provided a ruling on this and including that direction, plus removing some of the
apparently contradictory direction would be a useful revision.
C1.3 and C1.5 were felt to be redundant within the Canadian legal framework, however there
have been examples where governments did not have regulatory mechanisms in place for an
international treaty (Migratory Birds Convention Act) and there is a question of whether
certificate holders should be required to adhere to Kyoto’s requirements. Some indicators in
C1.1 were also felt to be redundant and there was a question about aggregating indicators
under some of the other criteria.
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Lastly, several respondents felt that when there was one indicator under a criterion, the indicator
should re-state the criterion. The Standard sometimes does this, and sometimes uses different
language in the indicator.
Criterion 1.1 Forest Management is Legally Compliant
There are six indicators under this criterion however it rare for CARs to be issued under this
criterion. Respondents felt that indicator 1.1.3 (compliance record) was the best means of
assessing whether the applicant meets the primary intent of the criterion, and as a result one
person suggested that indicator 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 should be combined with 1.1.3, while there were
several suggestions that indicators 1.1.5 and 1.1.6 should be incorporated into the indicators
under P3. Indicator 1.1.4 was felt to be useful, and there was a request for clarification
regarding what qualifies as “immediate” corrective action.
In summary, the comments suggest that the number of indicators under this criterion could be
reduced by combining them with either other C1.1 indicators or with P3 indicators.
Criterion 1.2 All Fees and Charges Paid
There were few comments regarding the one indicator under this criterion, other than that there
were no CAR’s issued against it. It was observed that this indicator could give rise to future
CARs now that some forest companies are falling behind on their Crown payments, and one
person suggested that when there is one indicator under a criterion, it should re-state the
criterion. Other than considering this suggestion, there was no indication that changes were
sought to the indicator.
Criterion 1.3 Binding International Agreements are Met
There is one indicator under this criterion as well, but a considerable number of comments.
Roughly half of the commentary suggested that the indicator and criterion were unnecessary in
Canada, since territorial, provincial and federal legislation ensures that international agreements
are brought into the legal framework. However, other commentors did not assume this, and felt
that this would be a useful topic for FSC or a consultant to investigate to determine the extent of
coverage. It was also pointed out that this criterion was useful in bringing migratory bird treaty
compliance under FSC, and that Kyoto is not being assessed but perhaps should be, since it
seems to meet FSC’s conditions of an international standard. In summary, this appears to be a
useful criterion and indicator and FSC Canada may wish to consider whether to require
compliance with Kyoto, now that we are into the first reporting period.
Criterion 1.4 Evaluation of Legal Conflicts with FSC Principles
There was concern expressed that it was difficult to meet this Criterion and its two indicators in
a province like Quebec where the provincial government has some requirements that go against
some FSC direction. It was suggested that applicant should be required to petition the
provincial government for exemptions to those regulations that are inconsistent with FSC
Direction. There has evidently been an interpretation of the indicators under this criterion and
some of that direction should be incorporated into the Standard via wording changes or intent
boxes. One person suggested the following wording “The applicant must participate in all of the
steps required to comply with the FSC.”
Criterion 1.5 No illegal Harvesting
This criterion was generally felt to not be applicable or relevant to boreal Canada and it was
suggested that there just be a single indicator that re-states the criterion.
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Criterion 1.6 Long-term Commitment to FSC Principles
The criterion and its three indicators did not get a warm response. Some felt that the intent is
not followed in certifications because there are some certified companies that are not planning
to certify their privately owned lands, or when a company is allowed to suspend its certificate.
Two people stated that the indicator 1.6.2 was vague about what was required for compliance
and a conflict was noted between verifiers which require a written strategy to move toward
certification and the intent box which says certification of all properties is not necessary.
Indicator 1.6.3 was felt to be suitable for assessment under a chain of custody certification.
FSC Canada has some issues to ponder with the indicators and application of the intent of
C1.6.
Table 1 below summarizes the input for each of the indicators in principle 1 using a colourcoding scheme. In some cases, comments for the indicator could not be uniquely categorized
and so two colours are used. Table 2 provides more detailed information on those indicators
identified as “in need of moderate-significant revision”, “cost and/or difficult”, or “gnarly”. 2
Table 1. Summary of Principle 1 Indicators
Criterion 1.1 Legal Compliance
Legal obligations known
1.1.1
System to update staff
1.1.2
Good compliance record
1.1.3
Immediate corrective actions
1.1.4
Indigenous peoples agreements
1.1.5
Record of consultation
1.1.6
Criterion 1.2 All Fees & Charges Paid
All fees and charges paid
1.2.1
Criterion 1.3 International Agreements
International agreements
1.3.1

Criterion 1.4 FSC vs. Government
Conflicts
Document discrepancies
1.4.1
Work to resolve
1.4.2
Criterion 1.5 Protect from illegal Harvest
Document and Report
1.5.1
Preventive measures in place
1.5.2
Criterion 1.6 Public Availability
Commitment to meet Standard
1.6.1
Long-term commitment
1.6.2
Logo use rules known
1.6.3

no/minor comments
editorial comments
candidate for merger/consolidation
identified as in need of moderate-significant revision
identified as costly and /or difficult
gnarly, explained in detail below
Table 2. Discussion of significant comments related to P1 indicators.
1. Overlap with other sections of the Standard. There were suggestions to
eliminate or combine as many as 4 of the C1.1 indicators for reasons of
redundancy and overlap, both within the criterion and in other principles.
2. Criteria with Single Indicators. The Standard sometimes repeats the wording
of the criterion in the indicator, and sometimes uses different language. If
possible, a consistent approach should be taken throughout the Standard.

2

Comparable tables are included in the discussions of the other Principles.
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1.3.1 Compliance with International Agreements. Ruling required on whether
compliance with Kyoto should be required.
C1.4 Consistency between Legal Requirements and FSC. The ruling provided by
FSC Canada on the interpretation of the indicators under this criterion should be
incorporated into the Standard.
C.1.6 Long term Commitment to FSC Principles. It would be helpful to FSC
Canada to clarify the application of this, since there is some inconsistency in the
indicators and verifiers.

2.1.2

Principle 2 – Tenure and Use Rights and Responsibilities

General
The indicators under P2 attracted very little commentary, partially reflecting the low frequency of
CAR’s generated under this principle. The Boxfish Group (2008) indicated that P2 yielded the
lowest unweighted frequency of CAR’s of any principle in the boreal standard.
The low level of prominence is due to two factors that are not well reconciled within the
Standard, but which do not prompt CARs. The first of these factors is that the legal basis for
forest tenure is well established; the second factor is that communities are not considered to
have tenure or use rights, in the majority of situations.
Criterion 2.1 Long-term Use Rights in Evidence
There is only one indicator under this criterion and there were virtually no comments. However,
this is the indicator that makes it difficult for applicants with volume-based tenure on a variable
landbase to get certified. A spokesperson for the B.C. Ministry of Forests and Range recently
observed that in the I Ministry’s opinion, FSC certification is "incompatible with the roughly 70
per cent of the provincial forest base that is managed as volume-based tenures” (Pollon 2009)3.
However, the same report observes that Tembec was able to get its operations certified on a
volume based tenure operation by making “a "gentleman's agreement" with other licensees in
the wider timber supply area specifying which operating areas they will manage”. Other
provinces also have volume-based tenure holders, and the same concerns can apply to them.
It should be possible to design an indicator that takes this type of situation into account.
Criterion 2.2 Local Communities Maintain/Delegate Control
There were few comments on the two indicators under this criterion, however the comments
that were received focussed on the language of “customary tenure or use rights” as not being
especially consistent with the institutional context in boreal Canada. It was also unclear what
criteria had to be satisfied for use to be considered “customary”. One respondent suggested
adding an intent box to say that the requirements under this criterion are normally assessed
under the consultation indicators of P4.
Criterion 2.3 Dispute Resolution Systems in Place
Perhaps the most notable comment was a request to clarify how a “dispute of substantial
magnitude” should be identified, as is required under indicator 2.3.3.

3

Pollon, Christopher. 2009. In Bad Times, Tough Eco-Standards an Even Harder Sell. On-line article in The Tyee,
June 22, 2009 edition @ http://thetyee.ca/News/2009/06/22/EcoStandards/
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Table 3. Summary of P2 Indicators
Criterion 2.1 Use Rights
Long-term use rights
2.1.1
Criterion 2.2 Management Delegated/
Controlled
Customary tenure documented
2.2.1
2.2.2

Criterion 2.3 Dispute Resolution System
Dispute resolution process
2.3.1
Records of use of process
2.3.2
2.3.3

Not involved in many/large
disputes

Customary tenure respected
no/minor comments
editorial comments
candidate for merger/consolidation
identified as in need of moderate-significant revision
identified as costly and /or difficult
gnarly, explained in detail below

Other than the issue discussed under Criterion 2.1, there were no significant comments related
to P2 indicators; the only comments were minor and editorial in nature.
2.1.3

Principle 3 – Indigenous Peoples’ Rights

General
There were a great many comments on this principle and its indicators, with many respondents
pointing out that there were some very difficult indicators to meet under this Principle, while
some First Nations respondents were disappointed with the results. Many of the indicators were
identified as “gnarly”, a technical term meaning a combination of complex, challenging and
contentious. Gnarly indicators do not necessarily warrant revision, but they do require
considerable applicant resources and effort (as well as effort on the part of Indigenous peoples).
Meeting the indicators under P3 requires considerable applicant resources and still generates
many CARs. Probably it is no coincidence that two indicators under this principle were
identified by a number of respondents as causing notable positive shifts in management.
There were very high expectations on the part of many Indigenous communities and
organizations that P3 would have a greater impact, and perhaps the most important observation
is that progress is generally slow in the matters covered by the principle. Sometimes, changes
in community leadership create delays while other times applicants may only allocate so much
staff time in a year and this results in a slower process than an indigenous community would like
to see. It is also the case that the wording in this principle and its criteria and indicators has
been finely calibrated, and perhaps no other part of the Standard is as susceptible to changes in
nuance caused by potential wording revisions. For this reason, it is worth considering that
adjustments to the intent boxes may provide an opportunity for more finely-tuning the intent of
an indicator than revising the indicator wording.
Overall, perhaps the right balance has been struck between the degree of difficulty and ability to
foster a positive impact. Good questions were raised about the applicability of P3 to Metis and
the suggestion to review wording in revised GLSL standard for less confrontational language
seems worthwhile investigating. NE US standard may also have some language that could be
more suitable to the boreal standard. Some parts of P3 (e.g. C3.4) do not seem to be
appropriate for many situations in Canada.
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Criterion 3.1 Indigenous People Control Forest Management on Their Lands
Indicators 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 were identified by four and three respondents, respectively, as
leading to positive impacts. No other indicators in the first five principles received this much
acknowledgement for positive contribution. Yet there were numerous comments to the effect
that the Standard required applicants to undertake more than they were legally responsible for
(e.g. “we should not be expected to deal with issues regarding rights and interests defining
rights”) or get in the middle of long-running conflicts (e.g. “it is often contested which lands they
[i.e. Indigenous peoples] 'own'.”). Another respondent felt that “Applicants should not be
required to have a role in capacity building. Responsibility for capacity building should rest on
Governments”.
There were also questions raised over who should decide which indigenous communities can
be considered “affected”, and upon what criterion this assessment should be made. Some
respondents also asked for clarification regarding how much onus should be placed on the
applicant when the Standard calls for “support” and “participation”.
There were also observations that specific management plan content requirements in Quebec
prevented applicants from meeting indicator 3.1.1 [demonstrate good working knowledge of
Indigenous communities in the FMP], that achievement of some P3 indicators required
willingness to participate on the part of Indigenous communities, and that there was little
incentive for Aboriginal people to provide the written agreements expected in several places
under P3, e.g. that their concerns and interests were clearly incorporated into the FMP
(Indicator 3.1.2). These concerns touch on some of the broader issues identified in Chapter 4,
such as whether certain elements must be in the FMP or whether they can be put into related
documents.
Criterion 3.2 Tenure /Use Rights Undiminished
Compared to C3.1 and C3.3, there were relatively few comments regarding the indicators under
this criterion, however the comments were generally significant. One commenter stated that
“Indigenous peoples do not have tenure rights to the forest in some provinces, due to treaties.
Making this difficult to address.” This person felt that this criterion should focus on minimizing or
mitigating impacts on traditional uses. Another respondent felt that the applicant should be
required to present an evaluation of the quality of the territory that supports biological
productivity at the base of resource supply because First Nations have the right not only to
resources but also an area capable of producing a model consistent with their cultural and
political organization of their organization of the territory.
Some minor suggestions were made regarding verifiers and intent boxes.
Lastly, one respondent suggested adding another indicator under C3.2: “We, as auditors, often
find First Nation communities complaining about the impacts of forestry on species at risk or
other species. These First Nation communities usually have no direct way of addressing their
wildlife concerns. For example they will complain about the impact of forestry on moose. The
company that is being audited will defer to the government. The government will show they
have a plan in place to maintain moose. This is a pretty common occurrence. We understand
there often is no way to tell if the drop in a species’ population is caused by forestry or by
something else. But another common excuse by companies will be that the government does
not have data on a particular species, or that the First Nation won’t share the information they
have. Unfortunately we don’t have a solution to propose to address this, but we would like to
suggest FSC Canada consider an indicator under 3.2 to address this.”
ArborVitae Environmental Services
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Criterion 3.3 Significant Sites Identified & Protected
Criterion 3.3 was considered expensive to meet, if the applicant was expected to foot the bill for
the land use mapping and site assessment work. However, no respondent felt that the effort
was unnecessary – it was a question how costs should be covered and shared. Linkages were
identified to the HCVF studies undertaken in P9. Another respondent felt that depending how
C3.3 is interpreted, it can be difficult to meet when extensive (landscape level) homeland ranges
have been identified by First Nations as being critical to them.
A suggestion was made to strengthen the indicators under this Criterion by placing explicit onus
on applicants to communicate prescriptions intended for sites of value, and possibly requiring an
indication of satisfaction with the prescriptions from the affected indigenous peoples. One
person felt that perhaps some harvest blocks had been unfairly labelled contentious and should
not have been suspended – this person argued that more clarification on what constituted “a
threat of serious environmental, economic, or cultural impact” was required.
There were numerous suggestions for text changes, ranging from the major ones identified
above to more minor wording revisions.
Criterion 3.4 Compensation for Traditional Ecological Knowledge
There were major comments related to what could be considered traditional ecological
knowledge and how well it could be incorporated into a management plan to improve it. As one
respondent wrote, “What is a "traditional knowledge"? This concept is highly theoretical, it is
difficult to understand the application. The current standard refers to "traditional knowledge to
improve the plans." What is an "improvement" in a plan?”
There was also concern that the use of the word “compensation” created unrealistic
expectations on the part of Indigenous peoples, who might have argued in turn that applicants
had unrealistic expectations if they expected to that this knowledge would be shared without a
quid pro quo. Another respondent pointed out that some Indigenous communities might prefer
an agreement rather than compensation, but the Standard locked parties into a compensationbased framework.
Table 4. Summary P3 Indicators
Criterion 3.1 Control/ Delegate Mgmt
Applicant is knowledgeable
3.1.1
Agreement on FMP content
3.1.2
Capacity development
3.1.3
Long-term benefit opportunities
3.1.4
Dispute resolution process
3.1.5
Criterion 3.2 Tenure Undiminished
Assess resources & tenure rights
3.2.1
Sustain Indigenous resources
3.2.2

Criterion 3.3 Sites Protected
Applicants supports site ID
3.3.1
Applicant supports monitoring
3.3.2
Suspend contentious blocks
3.3.3
Criterion 3.4 Compensation for TEK
Compensate for TEK
3.4.1

no/minor comments
editorial comments
candidate for merger/consolidation
identified as in need of moderate-significant revision
identified as costly and /or difficult
gnarly, explained in detail below
ArborVitae Environmental Services
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Table 5. Discussion of significant comments related to P3 indicators.
3.1.1 Applicant is knowledgeable about affected indigenous communities. Level of
achievement depends on degree of cooperation. Questions about whether some of indicator
requirements were out of scope for applicants.
3.1.2 Applicant obtains agreement from Indigenous communities that their interests in
FMP. This indicator was interpreted by FSC Canada and some of this intent should be added
into the Standard. The indicator is very challenging but also yields very positive results in some
cases. In no particular order, the issues include a lack of willingness on the part of Aboriginal
communities to participate or reach agreements that they are willing to sign, suggestions that the
applicant should be required to identify which Indigenous communities are “affected”, and
suggestions that the scope should be broadened to include other decision-making bodies (e.g.,
an applicant working with the Cree of Québec would have to include the Grand Council of the
Cree in discussions, in addition to individual Cree “indigenous communities”).
3.1.3 Applicant participates in capacity building. Identified as difficult but other than a
question of whether an applicant should be involved in supporting capacity development, there
were no significant critical comments or suggestions.
3.1.5 Jointly developed dispute resolution process. It was suggested that this indicator could
be merged into 3.1.2 by adding the text “A jointly developed dispute resolution mechanism” to
3.1.2.
3.2.1 & 3.2.2 Indigenous resources and use rights. There were several important comments
regarding expectation on how the applicant would meet the indicators, which if accepted, would
go well beyond current norms.
3.3.1 Land use studies and mapping. Has been difficult to address given the financial
resources needed to complete a comprehensive land use study or mapping exercise for an area
the size of an average forest management unit. Also most Aboriginal communities have limited
expertise or resources themselves.
3.4.1 Use of TEK in FMP and compensation. There were numerous challenges identified with
this indicator, starting with understanding what TEK is in the context of boreal Indigenous
communities, then understanding how it could be incorporated into a management plan and what
would be considered a resultant improvement. Finally, there were questions raised regarding
the role of compensation.

2.1.4

Principle 4 – Community Relations and Workers Rights

General
Despite a relatively large number of indicators under this Principle, there was relatively little
comment. Some opportunities were identified to eliminate perceived redundancies and
streamline the Standard but many respondents felt that much of what the Standard requires
under P4 is fundamental practice in Canada and so this part of the Standard has had little
impact.
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Criterion 4.1 Opportunities for Local Communities
This criterion supports indicators related to the applicant’s contribution to the well-being and
quality of life of local communities, including hiring local labour and purchasing supplies locally
when they are available at a competitive rate. However, the general tone of comments was that
most of the actions required by the indicators were already undertaken by most companies in
boreal Canada. It was argued that it is not practical to hire people who do not live in local
communities, and that it makes sense to obtain supplies locally if possible. At the same, if
remuneration is too low, or work conditions are punitive, then employees will not stay. As a
result, many of the indicators were described as having no appreciable impact on applicant
behaviour.
Indicator 4.1.7 was described by one applicant as having a negative impact, and another
respondent mentioned that the indicator should not be applied to the point where it discourages
investment in technology that might result in employment reductions.
Criterion 4.2 Health and Safety
There was very little comment associated with the indicators under this criterion. One
respondent identified as onerous the assessment of 4.2.1 at the level of contractors and subcontractors.
Criterion 4.3 Right to Organize
There is one indicator under this criterion and it is a legal requirement and so attracted little
comment.
Criterion 4.4 Social Participation and Impact Assessment in FM Planning
There are eleven indicators under C4.4, but only two CARs have been issued under this
criterion in boreal Canada. There were a few suggestions for streamlining – one respondent felt
that the two indicators related to Indigenous peoples’ values could be covered in the P3
indicators. Indicator 4.4.5 is notable for the large number of requirements specified for the
consultation process, and one person felt that the indicator was too prescriptive. Many
respondents observed that there were two indicators numbered 4.4.7. The indicator that
attracted the majority of attention was 4.4.10: the requirement to conduct a socio-economic
impact assessment and integrate the results into the FMP. There was a sense from some of
the comments that the SEIA has little ability to influence a forest management plan and so the
requirement is expensive but provides minimal value.
In summary, there are opportunities for some adjustments to a few indicators but there was
relatively little comment overall under this criterion.
Criterion 4.5 Mechanisms for Resolving Grievances
There were several suggestions that Indicator 4.5.2 should be shifted under training (C7.3) and
other commentors questioned what level of dispute or damage was necessary to trigger a CAR
under Indicator 4.5.3; one respondent felt that there were few suitable mechanisms in place and
it was not clear who should be liable for damages.
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Table 6. Summary P4 Indicators.
Criterion 4.1 Community Opportunities
Employment offered locally
4.1.1
4.1.2
Fair remuneration
Fair treatment
4.1.3
Non-resident workers live locally
4.1.4
Contributes to community life
4.1.5
Local procurement
4.1.6
Mitigate technology impacts
4.1.7
Training
4.1.8
Criterion 4.2 Health & Safety
Worker safety program
4.2.1
Mandatory insurance
4.2.3
Supplementary health coverage
4.2.3
Liability insurance held
4.2.4
Criterion 4.3 Right to Organize
Right to organize
4.3.1

Criterion 4.4 Social Impacts Considered
Meaningful planning input
4.4.1
Public input considered
4.4.2
Indigenous people’s consultation
4.4.3
4.4.4
Public participation process exists
Pub. part. process characteristics
4.4.5
Public particip integrated w/ FMP
4.4.6
Information provision
4.4.7
Employees/contractors input
4.4.7a
Signif sites protected
4.4.8
Whistleblowers protected
4.4.9
SEIA incorporated into FMP
4.4.10
Criterion 4.5 Resolution of Grievances
Damage avoidance
4.5.1
Training to avoid damage
4.5.2
Conflict resolution process
4.5.3
Track record of solving disputes
4.5.4

no/minor comments
editorial comments
candidate for merger/consolidation
identified as in need of moderate-significant revision
identified as costly and /or difficult
gnarly, explained in detail below

Table 7. Discussion of significant comments related to P4 indicators.
4.1.2 & 4.2.1 Fair remuneration / worker health and safety program. The
comment was that it was onerous and rather difficult to fully assess these indicators
for all contractors, third-party and overlapping license holders. AVES notes that
indicator 4.2.1 applies only to employees and their families.
4.1.7 Applicant mitigates the replacement of employees by technology. One
respondent (a forest licence holder) felt that this indicator had negative impacts on
the operation, and another respondent cautioned that prudent, continuous
investment supports the long-term health of forest companies.
4.1.8 Training is integral and continuous. It was suggested that training was wellcovered under C7.3 and the content of this indicator should be located there.
4.4.3 Effort to contact & work with Indigenous peoples. It was suggested that the
content of this indicator should be located under P3.
4.4.8 Sites of significance to Indigenous peoples are protected. It was
suggested that the content of this indicator should be located under P3.
4.4.10 A socio-economic assessment undertaken and integrated into FMP. One
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group of comments requested greater clarity as to what elements should be in the
SEIA report, whereas other commentors observed that socio-economic
considerations were not usually integrated into planning and so the indicator did not
provide much in the way of positive impacts.
4.5.2 Operators are trained to avoid environmental damage. It was suggested
that training was well-covered under C7.3 and the content of this indicator should be
located there.
4.5.3 Dispute resolution process is place to resolve issues associated with
damage. One very detailed comment stated that the respondent was “not aware of
any dispute resolution mechanism in place to address loss and damages. If there
were a system in place, who would be responsible for the loss and damages- the
applicant or government body who ultimately approved the forest management plan?
Begs the question- who needs to be certified the SFL or MNR? When a remote fly-in
outpost is illegally accessed because an all-terrain vehicle traveled down a restricted
access road, cut a trail to the lake and interfered with the experience of a fly-in guest
or vandalised the outpost, who should be held responsible? That leads to the second
aspect of this indicator that is problematic. In Ontario, the issue resolution process is
where disputes are resolved. But this happens when the FMP is being prepared,
before it is approved and before forest operations begin? What process does a
tourist outfitter have to exercise once the road is built, cutting is done and their
values are impacted?” There was a second comment in a similar vein.

2.1.5

Principle 5 – Benefits from the Forest

General
There was a clear feeling that many aspects of the P5 criteria and indicators were outside of the
scope of a standard that is concerned with management of the forest. Indicators that were
concerned with mill-level decisions, with assessing an applicant’s business model, and
assessing economic viability clearly made stakeholders, including assessors, uncomfortable.
There was no sense that the achievement of the P5 indicators led to any significant positive
impacts, and in some cases, it was not clear if assessors were fully auditing all of the P5
indicators.
There was some redundance identified, however since each criterion had two indicators on
average, opportunities to streamline were modest. There were several key interpretational
issues raised, around the term “permanently sustained” and the qualifications that a peer must
have to review the AAC.
One respondent suggested a new indicator, asking if “companies [were] proposing new primary
roads where it might make better sense to upgrade or extend existing roads? Does MNR
encourage forest companies to have discussions with neighbouring units to identify road link-up
opportunities across unit boundaries? Maybe there is a better place in the NBS to address this
concern, but there is a feeling that some SFLs are operating [without] knowing or caring what is
happening outside their unit boundaries. Can an indicator be developed to encourage broaderlonger term discussions across larger areas?”
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Criterion 5.1 Forest Management strives to be Economically Viable
The comments on the indicators under this criterion questioned whether a certification
assessment can adequately assess economic viability, especially since the economic crisis has
shown many firms were not able to maintain their economically viability under very adverse
market conditions. There was some suggestion that the focus of the indicators should be on
whether the manager has funds to implement the management plan; this is an upper
management decision.
Criterion 5.2 Encourage Optimal Use & Local Processing
Respondents felt that there was considerable overlap with C5.4 and it was not clear how
auditors should distinguish the indicators under each criterion, and what they were supposed to
audit. One respondent felt that “it is quite a judgement call as to whether or not an applicant
does enough to encourage additional processing”. There was also an observation about the
widespread presence of Ministerial directives in Ontario that may not lead to the best-end use of
the wood.
Criterion 5.3 Minimize Waste and Avoid Damage
The only substantive comment was a suggestion that since there has been only one CAR in this
criterion under the boreal standard, the two indicators should be merged and a single indicator
should re-state the criterion.
Criterion 5.4 Strengthen and Diversify Local Economy
There was discomfort with the indicators under this criterion, in terms of their scope and
auditability. As mentioned above, there was confusion over the difference between C5.2 and
C5.4. Another responder felt that standard was getting outside of scope, and identified the
intent box in C5.4 as losing “sight of the fact that this is a "Forest Manager" standard. There
need not be any link between the forest manager, and the owner of processing plants. The
indicators need to be examined to ensure that the forest manager is only required to accomplish
things within its scope.” Indicator 5.4.3 was identified as being the weakest of the three under
this criterion; there were a couple of comments that it was redundant with indicators in C4.4 &
C5.5 and a suggestion to delete "from environmental amenities, fish and wildlife, and other nontimber resources" from the wording, since these items were considered to be inconsistent with
the definition in Intent Box 5.4.
Criterion 5.5 Recognize Forest Values and Services
There is only one indicator under this criterion and it attracted few comments, however the
comments received were critical – one respondent [a certificate holder] commented that the
auditors didn’t ask about this criterion and seemed unsure of how to audit it, and other
respondents felt that the criterion is not really being met in spirit. One respondent stated that
they were “not familiar with many, if any, focused forest management activities specific to
recognizing, maintaining or enhancing fisheries resources in Ontario's boreal forest”. Instead,
companies were characterized as reactive and were rarely proponents of protection of fisheries
resources. This and a second respondent suggested that the Standard should require a higher
level of dedication by the applicant, and proposed alternate metrics of assessing it.
Criterion 5.6 Harvest Rate is Permanently Sustainable
This criterion and its indicators attracted more comments than the other P5 criteria. Several
requests were made to define the term “permanently sustained” and one respondent suggested
that indicators 5.6.1-3 should be moved under P7 and C5.6 should only deal with the actual
harvest level. A full assessment of all of the factors identified in 5.6.1 was onerous, and even
more difficult when the AAC was calculated by provincial government. On the other hand, a
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respondent said that the indicator text should be revised to encompass non-timber resources
and another felt that spatial analysis should be specified.
There were various opinions regarding the peer review requirement in 5.6.3, ranging from that
an RPF should be considered capable of providing such a review (and this would avoid added
costs) to the need to specify the use of an outside expert. There were also suggestions that
verifiers should be moved into the text of indicator 5.6.2 to give the peer reviewer more
direction.
Table 8. Summary P5 Indicators
Criterion 5.1 Economic Sustainability
Enough funds for mgmt
5.1.1
For mgmt econ viable
5.1.2
Criterion 5.2 Optimal Use
Optimal use of products
5.2.1
Value-added production
5.2.2
Criterion 5.3 Minimize Waste
Timber utilization
5.3.1
No residual stand damage
5.3.2

Criterion 5.4 Economic Diversification
Explores if feasible to diversify
5.4.1
Encourages range of products
5.4.2
Cooperates w/ forest businesses
5.4.3
Criterion 5.5 Value Forest Services
Value of services maintained
5.5.1
Criterion 5.6 Sustainable Harvesting
Calculation of AAC
5.6.1
Harvest rate reflects other values
5.6.2
Wood supply peer reviewed
5.6.3
Actual harvest below planned
5.6.4

no comments
editorial comments
candidate for merger/consolidation
identified as in need of moderate-significant revision
identified as costly and /or difficult
gnarly, explained in detail below
Table 9. Discussion of significant comments related to P5 indicators.
5.1.2 Applicant’s forest management operations are economically sustainable.
This indicator was judged to be outside of the scope of the certification, since it
reflected corporate decisions taken far above the level of the forest manager.
Respondents also felt that it may not be feasible for auditors make this assessment
without doing a financial audit and the evidence has been that many certified
operations were not economically sustainable under the current adverse market
conditions.
5.2.1 Applicant seeks optimal value for forest products. Auditors were being
asked to make a subjective assessment regarding corporate level decisions, again
outside the scope of responsibilities of the forest manager. There are also
Ministerial directives and licence conditions that limit applicants’ ability to meet this
indicator in Ontario (and in other provinces too). Given the lack of conditions issued,
it was suggested that the two indicators be merged. There was also confusion over
what is being audited and how it is different from C5.4.
5.2.2 Encourages local and/or value-added processing. See 5.2.1 comments.
5.5.1 Effective practices to protect non-timber values. Two respondents thought
this indicator should be a lot stronger in application than it has proven to be (i.e.
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there should be more CARs issued under this indicator), and there were suggestions
that assessors do not know how to properly audit it.
5.6.1 Harvest rate calculation considers relevant factors. This was considered to
be an onerous indicator, especially when the allowable harvest decisions were made
by provincial chief foresters (Quebec & B.C.). The vagueness of the term
“permanently sustained” in the criterion created difficulties in assessing this indicator.
One respondent felt that this indicator (and 5.6.2 and 5.6.3) should be assessed
under P7.
5.6.2 Harvest calculation adequately considers other values. The comments
under 5.6.1 are applicable, and in addition it was suggested that a spatial analysis
be required, and that the verifiers be moved into the wording of the indicator to
provide better direction to the peer reviewer (in 5.6.3).
5.6.3 Wood supply modelling peer reviewed. There was controversy over whether
a separate peer review was necessary, since some planning processes involve
considerable review of allowable and planned harvest levels during planning. When
the provincial Chief Forester sets the AAC, the relevance of a peer review was
questioned. One respondent felt that a review by an RPF would suffice while another
respondent felt that a third-party should be undertaking the review.

2.1.6

Principle 6 – Environmental Impact

General
With 67 indicators Principle 6 is by far the largest in the Standard. In addition, the topics
covered by the P6 indicators include many of the most challenging and, in some ways, most
controversial in the Standard. With so many indicators, covering such a wide variety of topics, it
is difficult to identify discrete themes. Many of the indicators attracted substantive comments
expressing concerns about the level of effort required and clarity of the indicators’ intent
Criterion 6.1 Impact Assessment
Comments were received on every indicator in this Criterion. There were several suggestions
for edits to clarify the indicators’ requirements. In addition, there were concerns that some of
the indicators’ requirements were not sufficiently auditable, lacking performance measures.
Three indicators in the Criterion (6.1.9, 6.1.10, and 6.1.11) were identified as candidates for
combining.
Criterion 6.2 Species at Risk
Many comments were received on this Criterion. Several underscored the need to make the
indicators consistent with the Interpretation Note, and others noted that the interpretation note
itself is unclear and has not significantly clarified the requirements of the Criterion. The most
strident comment noted that the Criterion “Needs a major reworking to be clearer about the
expectations on managers”. Given the continued lack of clarity around the Criterion’s
requirements, the need to revise the indicators seems obvious. Several comments also
expressed the need to clarify the requirements regarding SAR plans, specifically whether
separate plans are needed distinct from the content of forest management plans and whether
plans are required for all SAR.
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Criterion 6.3 Ecological Functions
This Criterion contains some of the most challenging indicators of the Standard. Comments
were received on 18 of the 19 indicators in this Standard. Several comments related to
clarifying the requirements of indicators:
• For 6.3.1, there is confusion over whether the indicator requires applicants to be
employing spatial modelling;
• For 6.3.5 several respondents expressed concerns about the prescriptive nature of the
indicator and the lack of clarity regarding the temporal scale;
• For 6.3.9, there is confusion over whether the indicator applies just to trees, or whether
it is intended to apply to all biota;
• For 6.3.12 there is a need to better define some of the quantitative direction; and
• For 6.3.13 concerns were expressed that quantitative targets for connectivity were not
defined (other input questioned the utility of the indicator, arguing that the concept is not
applicable to boreal forests).
Several responses highlighted critical oversights or gaps in the indicators
• For 6.3.4, although the indicator addresses the need to guard against depletion of
under-represented communities, there is nothing which provides comparable protection
for other forest units – such a circumstance was encountered on at least one
assessment;
• For 6.3.6 several concerns questioned the viability of attempting to return forests to a
pre-industrial condition; and
• For 6.3.14, concerns were expressed that the indicator merely requires that objectives
be set, and provides not direction around the quality of the objectives.
Several responses questioned the quantitative benchmarks used in the indicators looking for
clarification or justification of the direction:
• For 6.3.2 there was a suggestion to add measures related to the effectiveness of
silvicultural operations;
• For 6.3.10 concerns were expressed that the range of acceptable levels of residuals is
too broad;
• For 6.3.12 respondents questioned the rationale for the quantitative targets identified;
• for 6.3.18 and 6.3.19, concerns were expressed that the qualitative direction provided is
not measurable.
Other important matters were raised too, including the fact the control of some indicators is not
in the hands of applicants (e.g. fire management, access management).
Criterion 6.4 Protected Areas
Several comments received on this criterion’s indicators dealt with the relative lack of control
that forest managers have in matters of protected areas; government obviously plays the
dominant and deciding role. Respondents expressed concern that applicants can be held
accountable for matters not in their control. There was also a concern expressed that CARs
resulting from this Criterion’s requirements almost always identify the requirement for
companies to “work with” interested parties, and therefore do not identify definitive products or
outcomes.
Criterion 6.5 Guidelines and Standard Operating Procedures
This criterion’s main indicator is 6.5.1 which contains requirements to have SOPs to guard
against seven types of potentially detrimental impacts. Several comments were received that
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Carbon management should be addressed by the Standard, perhaps in this Criterion. Carbon
management is addressed in more detail in Section 2.2.3. Some other suggestions were
received to modify/supplement the topics addressed by the SOPs. Several responses were
received which noted that the other indicators in this criterion overlap with those identified
elsewhere in the Standard (training, monitoring), and questioned whether they were necessary.
Criterion 6.6 Chemicals
Input for this criterion focussed on the requirement to reduce herbicide use with an eventual
goal of complete phase out. Comments noted that this was a detriment to the forest, as it would
impeded the use of an effective silvicultural tool, and that it was at odds with requirements
related to returning the forest to a pre-industrial condition. Further, it was noted that the
requirement is difficult to assess and a costly constraint on forest management.
Criterion 6.7 Disposal of Chemicals
Few comments were received on this Criterion. There was a suggestion that 6.7.2 (training) be
combined with other indicators related to training.
Criterion 6.8 Biological Control
There were few comments on this Criterion’s indicators. Suggestions were received that the
compliance and monitoring indicators were not necessary as those topics are dealt with
elsewhere.
Criterion 6.9 Exotic Species
Most comments on this Criterion dealt the difficulties and expense associated with using native
seed mixtures (for erosion control etc.). Another concern was that the direction implied by this
Criterion’s indicators was different from that provided in P10 (Plantations).
Criterion 6.10 Forest Conversion
Comments received on this indicator questioned the rationale for the 5% limit on plantations
(6.10.2), and asked for clarification of “demonstrable long-term conservation benefits” (6.10.3).
Table 10. Summary P6 Indicators
Criterion 6.1 Impact Assessment
6.1.1
Adaptive Management
6.1.2
Landscape Scale Assessments
6.1.3
Landscape Scale Inventory
6.1.4
Site Scale Inventory
6.1.5
PIC Report
6.1.6
PIC Peer Review
6.1.7
Landscape Benchmarks
6.1.8
Stand-level Benchmarks
6.1.9
Landscape Assess. & mgmt
6.1.10
EA Results in Planning
Criterion 6.2 Species at Risk
6.2.1
SAR List
6.2.2
Habitats Identified
6.2.3
Landscape Mgmt & SAR
6.2.4
SAR Plans
6.2.5
Precautionary Approach
6.2.6
Training
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Criterion 6.4 Protected Areas
6.4.1
Gap Analysis
6.4.2
Contribution to PAs
6.4.3
Work With Interested Parties
6.4.4
Mapped Results
6.4.5
Documentation of Support
6.4.6
Operations in Candidate PAs
6.4.7
Sphere of Influence
Criterion 6.5 Guidelines and SOPs
6.5.1
Ground Rules/SOPs
6.5.2
SOP Training
6.5.3
Effectiveness Monitoring
6.5.4
Non-Compliance & Rehab.
Criterion 6.6 Chemicals
6.6.1
Prohibited Chemicals
6.6.2
Integrated Pest Management
6.6.3
Continual Reduction
6.6.4
Non-Chemical Methods
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6.2.7

Cooperation
Criterion 6.3 Ecological Functions
6.3.1
Forest Depiction
6.3.2
Silvicultural Prescriptions
6.3.3
Site Damage
6.3.4
Under-represented Commun.
6.3.5
Landscape Consistent with PIC
6.3.6
Landscape Pattern Targets
6.3.7
Events of Low Frequency
6.3.8
Genetic Diversity
6.3.9
Viable Native Species
6.3.10
Residual Structure
6.3.11
Burned Habitat
6.3.12
Cores
6.3.13
Connectivity
6.3.14
Habitat Objectives
6.3.15
Fire Management
6.3.16
Access Management Plan
6.3.17
Riparian Reserves
6.3.18
Ephemeral Streams
6.3.19
Overlapping Tenures

6.6.5
Health and Safety
Criterion 6.7 Disposal of Chemicals
6.7.1
Ground Rules
6.7.2
Training and Accreditation
Criterion 6.8 Biological Control
6.8.1
Biological Control Agents
6.8.2
Compliance with Laws
6.8.3
Monitoring
Criterion 6.9 Exotic Species
6.9.1
Limits to use of Exotic Trees
6.9.2
Invasive Species
6.9.3
Monitoring
Criterion 6.10 Forest Conversion
6.10.1
Conversion in HCVs
6.10.2
5% Limit
6.10.3
Natural Forest Conversion
6.10.4
Conversion to Non-forest
6.10.5
Management of Conversions
6.10.6
Work with Tenure Holders

no/minor comments
editorial comments
candidate for merger/consolidation
identified as in need of moderate-significant revision
identified as costly and /or difficult
gnarly, explained in detail below
Table 11. Discussion of significant comments related to P6 indicators.
6.1.2 Landscape Scale Assessments. Comments that the indicator should be revised to be
more auditable, by emphasizing/including requirement for regular communication with managers
of adjacent forests.
6.1.3. Landscape Scale Inventory. This indicator is written in a somewhat confusing way – it
seems as if the verifiers may have been meant to be part of the Indicator (i.e. mandatory).
6.1.4 Site Scale Inventory. To incorporate a performance measure need to include requirement
for how often inventory should be maintained.
6.1.5 PIC Report. Suggestion that the PIC report should be required for inclusion in the FMP.
Also a concern was expressed that the PIC requirements puts too much emphasis on the
average condition, rather than recognizing variability.
6.1.7 Landscape Benchmarks. There was a suggestion to include habitat status for key
species as a component of the indicator.
6.2.1. SAR List. As described above, there was considerable input citing the need to clarify the
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requirements for this Criterion, and this indicator in particular. There was conflicting input
regarding the need to have a broad list of SAR vs. the need not to overburden managers. The
interpretation of Criterion 6.2 needs more refinement to be useful to managers.
6.2.2 SAR Habitats Identified. There was a concern that the requirements of this indicator are
too onerous. Also, a concern was expressed that the indicator needs to clarify the requirements
related to the source of the habitat information.
6.2.3 Landscape Management and SAR. There was considerable input and apparent
confusion around mixing the concepts of landscape scale management and regional SAR. The
requirements of this indicator need to be clarified.
6.2.4 SAR Plans. A considerable amount of consternation was expressed about the
requirements of this indicator, including the following components:
• It places government responsibilities on the companies;
• Unclear whether plans are required for every SAR (according to what category of SAR);
• Who qualifies as an “expert”?
• When should plans be completed?
6.2.5 Precautionary Approach. Concern was expressed that the indicator includes subjective
elements (“incomplete”, “inadequate”, “relevant SAR”).
6.2.7 Cooperation. There were suggestions to delete this indicator as it is not testable, and the
task is the responsibility of government.
6.3.1 Forest Condition Depiction. There is confusion over whether this indicator requires
spatial modeling or merely spatial depiction – has been interpreted differently in different audits.
6.3.2 Silvicultural Prescriptions. Concern was expressed that the requirement to favour
natural regeneration could have significant negative impact on the forest. There were also
suggestions to clarify measures of effectiveness around silvicultural operations.
6.3.3 Site Damage. Concerns were expressed that the indicator was not testable as it contains
no quantifiable measures.
6.3.4 Under-represented Communities. Several respondents noted that currently there is no
protection for preventing liquidation of a forest unit. This indicator comes close but refers only to
“under represented” units.
6.3.5 Landscape Consistent with PIC. Concerns were expressed about the degree of
prescriptiveness of this indicator. Concerns were also expressed that it is not being interpreted
as the Standard developers intended. Concern was also expressed that the indicator should
shift focus to contiguous core forest.
6.3.6 Landscape Target Patterns. Several concerns expressed about the viability of returning
to a PIC, given multiple demands on forest and social acceptability of large disturbances.
6.3.9 Viability of Native Species. The indicator needs to be restated more clearly to eliminate
confusion as to whether it applies to all species, or just tree species.
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6.3.10 Residual Structure. Concern was expressed that this indicator is overly-prescriptive. IN
addition, there was concern expressed that the range of 10 - 50% is very broad; most
companies meet 10% and don't come close to or try for 50%.
6.3.11 Burned Habitat. Concern was expressed that this indicator does not take account of
social or economic values. Also there was concern around the lack of clarity regarding what
constitutes “expert” input.
6.3.12 Cores. There were many comments on this indicator and considerable concern around
justification of the 5% and 20% targets and the impacts of this indicator on timber availability.
There were also concerns expressed that the 20% requirement may not address requirements
for sensitive species. There were also concerns expressed around the lack of clarity in some
requirements (i.e. “thousands of hectares”, “mature and old” forest, etc.)
6.3.13 Connectivity. Concern was expressed that acceptable levels of connectivity are not
defined, that the concept was poorly defined, and of little utility in the boreal forest.
6.3.14 Habitat Objectives. There was concern expressed that the indicator merely requires
habitat objectives to be set, and doesn’t discriminate between good/useful objectives and
counterproductive ones.
6.3.15 Fire Management. The main issue regarding this indicator is that it is not within the
ability of companies to affect management actions regarding fire.
6.3.16. Access Management Plan. There were several comments on this indicator, including:
concerns that it is difficult to assess; “independent expert input” is poorly defined’ unclear
whether the plan can/needs to be part of a FMP; and that it should recognize ecological integrity
as the primary value.
6.3.17 Riparian Reserves. There were several comments on this indicator, including: concerns
that its overall direction regarding reserve width is unclear, and that the additional direction
providing leeway beyond the quantified amounts is not measurable, that the onus should be on
providing “natural” shorelines, and there was a proposal to revise the indicator based on
identifying circumstances in which harvesting in reserves is permitted.
6.3.18 Ephemeral Streams. The main concern with this indicator is that it is not measurable.
6.3.19. Overlapping Tenure. Concerns were expressed that the success of meeting this
indicator is not just in the hands of the applicant, but also with those whose cooperation is being
sought. Also, there was concern about the measurability of some of the indicator’s components.
6.4.1 Gap Analysis. Concern was expressed that the indicator needs a greater explanation of
the requirements of a gap analysis.
6.4.2 Contribution to Protected Areas. The phrase “maximum contribution to filling
gaps….based on relative responsibility” is unclear. Also, a concern was expressed that the
applicant may be in a conflict of interest in identifying candidate protected areas.
6.4.3 Work with Interested Parties. It is unclear whether the applicant is expected to work with
all interested parties (or just a subset). There was also concern expressed that the applicant is
not in ultimate control of the fate of the suggested protected areas.
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6.4.5 Documentation of Support. Concern was expressed that this indicator gives ENGO’s too
much power. It was suggested that the indicator become a verifier under 6.4.3
6.4.6. Operations in Protected Areas. Concern was expressed that the government may
mandate operations to occur in protected areas and that text should be modified to account for
this.
6.4.7 Sphere of Influence. There was confusion as to how this indicator would be addressed
for applicants working on private land.
6.5.1 Ground Rules and SOPs. There were suggestions to add considerations to the SOPs
(carbon, maintenance of forest fertility). There was also a concern expressed that the
consultation requirements are impractical.
6.5.3 Effectiveness Monitoring. Concern was expressed that the performance measures
identified in this indicator reside in other indicators.
6.5.4 Non-compliance and Rehabilitation. There were suggestions to delete this indicator, as
the requirements are obvious.
6.6.2 Integrated Pest Management. Suggestion to chance the focus to “judicious use of
pesticides”.
6.6.3. Continual Reduction. This indicator was noted a being counterproductive – meeting the
requirements of some other indicators, particularly those related to PIC is difficult/impossible
without the use of herbicides. There was a note that the indicator has been evaded by auditors
who recognize its impracticality. This indicator is very contentious. Suggested that the focus
should be on increasing the probability of success in establishing forest units that meet the
forest management objectives.
6.6.5 Health and Safety. There was a concern that the indicator is vague – the focus should be
on training consistent with regulations.
6.9.1 Limits to Use of Exotic Trees. A concern was expressed that this indicator is giving
subtle approval for plantations and side-stepping P10. Also there were requests that the
exemption for Quebec be explained.
6.9.2 Invasive Species. There were concerns that the indicator is too demanding and that it
should be permissible to use non-invasive exotics if native seed is too expensive and exotics are
effective.
6.10.2 5% Limit. Several responses questioned the validity of the 5% limit and noted that it is
not consistent with the Triad approach.
6.10.3. Natural Forest Conversion. The scope of “demonstrable long-term. sustainable
conservation benefits” should be clarified.
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2.1.7

Principle 7 - Management Plan

General
Although there was a broad recognition of the importance of having direction regarding planning
(the principle was noted as useful by several survey respondents), there is considerable
opportunity to consolidate some of this Principle’s direction with that which occurs elsewhere in
the Standard. Many indicators under other Principles address components of planning and
related activities that are also addressed under P7. Therefore, once a decision by FSC has
been made as to how deal with redundance, (See discussion in Section 2.3.1), it may be
necessary to decide where several topics dealt with by indicators in this Principle should reside
(i.e. should they stay in P7, or occur elsewhere).
Criterion 7.1 Management Plan Content
As described above, the main theme of comments for indicators of this Criterion identified
opportunities to delete indicators which deal with topics which are addressed elsewhere in the
Standard. For example, Indicator 7.1.3 identifies the requirement for planning to occur using a
precautionary approach and principles of adaptive management. These requirements are also
expressed elsewhere in the Standard (P6 and P8).
Not all comments for this criterion dealt with overlap, there were some comments which
expressed concern regarding specific plan content requirements which were considered difficult.
These comments were one-offs, however and so it would not be reasonable to say that there
was much concern regarding content or planning requirements per se.
Criterion 7.2 Revision and Monitoring
Consistent with the comments above, there is a need to reconcile the overlap with this
Criterion’s requirements with those which occur elsewhere in the Standard – this applies
primarily to the first two indicators which relate to monitoring. The third (and last) indicator
seems to capture the gist of the Criterion. One option, as suggested by a survey respondent,
could be to use the third indicator as the sole one for this Criterion.
Criterion 7.3 Training and Supervision
There was little input on this Criterion; the indicators themselves received no comments. The
key input suggested that this Criterion be made the lead component of the Standard related to
training and that requirements related to training addressed in other places in the Standard be
synthesized so that they can be addressed comprehensively in this Criterion. The small
amount of input could be interpreted as general satisfaction with this Criterion.
Criterion 7.4 Public Availability
There was relatively little input on this Criterion. What there was indicated a dichotomy of
sentiment with two respondents suggesting that the whole plan, not just a summary be made
available to the public, and one respondent expressing concern that too much effort is required
to prepare a publically-available plan summary. The small amount of input could be interpreted
as general satisfaction with this Criterion.
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Table 12. Summary of P7 Indicators
Criterion 7.1 Management Plan Contents
7.1.1
Stakeholder opportunities
7.1.2
Use of appropriate expertise
7.1.3
Precautionary approach
7.1.4
Coordination of landscape mgmt
7.1.5
Objectives
7.1.6
Required content (context)
7.1.7
Required content (descriptions)
7.1.8
Traditional Aboriginal Knowledge

Criterion 7.2 Revision and Monitoring
7.2.1
Monitoring strategy
7.2.2
Implement monitoring strategy
7.2.3
Revise management Plan
Criterion 7.3 Training and Supervision
7.3.1
Training program
7.3.2
Supervisory System
Criterion 7.4 Public Availability
7.4.1
Management plan summary
7.4.2
Operational plans

no/minor comments
editorial comments
candidate for merger/consolidation
identified as in need of moderate-significant revision
identified as costly and /or difficult
gnarly, explained in detail below
Table 13. Discussion of significant comments related to P7 indicators.
7.1.2 Use of appropriate expertise. It was suggested by one respondent that this indicator is
not necessary, as the assessment should rely simply on the quality of the plan. On the other
hand, another respondent indicated that a better definition of “appropriate expertise” is
necessary to ensure that a balance of expertise is represented. On the whole, there were not a
lot of comments on this indicator. So, although one strong opinion was provided, the indicator
does not seem to be an unreasonable or onerous requirement.
7.1.4 Coordination of landscape management. There was a suggestion that coordination of
landscape management is not necessary because most managed boreal forests are very large.
This opinion was only expressed by one respondent.
7.1.6 Required Context. A concern was expressed that information related to the range of
variability (one of the indicator’s requirements) frequently does not exist for non-timber
resources and that it could be time-consuming and expensive to obtain this information. Issues
such the level of detail required to satisfy comparable indicator requirements are frequently dealt
with in discussion with auditors and certifying bodies. As the concern was only raised once, it
does not seem necessary to delete the requirement and potentially lose the input from those
forests which have the information. Information on range of natural variability is often used in
setting objectives and so loss of the context may compromise setting of plan objectives.
7.1.7 Required Content. Comparable concern to that expressed for 7.1.6, related to
“information on unusually high species diversity”.
7.1.8 Traditional Ecological Knowledge. There were suggestions that TEK requirements are
covered under P3. More stridently, however, were suggestions that managers obligations
should be to produce good-quality plans, regardless of whether there is TEK-related. There was
also a suggestion that the indicator “just seems to pay lip service” to Aboriginals.
7.4.1 Management Plan Summary. There was one comment that the effort related to making
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the management plan summary is not useful. Given that the plan is developed with the input of
stakeholders, the respondent believed that this was sufficient effort related to public
involvement. Only one comment of this nature was received. The sentiment of this respondent
was not consistent with the Criterion’s requirements.

2.1.8

Principle 8 – Monitoring and Assessment

General
The issue of overlap occurs with the indicators of this Principle as it does in several instances
elsewhere in the Standard. Indicators in other Principles address the need/requirement for
monitoring and so it may be possible to consolidate indicators related to monitoring in this
Principle and reduce occurrence of the topic elsewhere. Some concerns were also expressed
about the challenges associated with monitoring certain types of impacts and the responsibilities
of the companies vs. those of the government. In general ‘though, there are no strong themes
that emerged from the comments provided on this Principle.
Criterion 8.1 Monitoring Requirements
There were no strong themes in the comments received on this Criterion. Indicator 8.1.1
(comprehensive monitoring plan) was recognized as a useful, but also costly indicator. Criterion
8.1.2 identifies the need for monitoring programs to be linked to explicitly-stated hypotheses of
effects. Two comments recognized the reality that this requirement is rarely strictly enforced;
one of the comments suggested that managers be required to develop a list of uncertainties –
presumably to ensure that appropriate issues are the target of monitoring efforts.
Criterion 8.2 Monitoring Plan Requirements
The theme of comments received on this Criterion’s Indicators was focussed on ensuring the
practicality of monitoring requirements. Some comments suggested that the Standard
recognize the limited responsibilities of companies in collecting monitoring data – that
governments play an important role.
Criterion 8.3 Chain of Custody
The theme of comments on this Criterion was focussed on improving the clarity of the
requirements. Two comments were provided suggesting that intent boxes be added to provide
explanations around COC standards and the relationship between COC requirements and
provincial tracking systems. The other main input dealt with revising Indicator 8.3.2
(marking/labelling) to ensure that it was consistent with FSC COC requirements and standards.
Criterion 8.4 Plan Revision
This Criterion’s lone indicator has the same wording as the Criterion. No substantive comments
were received, although several comments noted that the verifiers do not match the
requirements of the indicator.
Criterion 8.5 Public Availability
The relatively few comments received on the indicators of this Criterion did not present a
consistent message. One comment suggested that more effort should be required in making
the monitoring summary available, by positing it on the internet; another comment suggested
that Indicator 8.5.2, which requires providing assistance to the public in interpreting monitoring
results be deleted as “it is not useful”, and the third comment pointed out the overlap between
the requirements of indicators 8.5.1 and 8.1.4.
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Table 14. Summary of P8 Indicators
Criterion 8.1 Monitoring Requirements
8.1.1
Comprehensive Monitoring Plan
8.1.2
Adaptive Management
8.1.3
Review and Update
8.1.4
Public Availability
Criterion 8.3 Chain of Custody
8.3.1
Procedure
8.3.2
Marking/Labeling
Criterion 8.4 Plan Revision
8.4.1
Plan Revision
Criterion 8.5 Public Availability
8.5.1
Monitoring Summary
8.5.2
Assist Public with Interpretation

Criterion 8.2 Monitoring Requirements
8.2.1
Yield
8.2.2
Harvest by Other Parties
8.2.3
Growth Rates
8.2.4
Inventory
8.2.5
Flora and Fauna
8.2.6
Environmental Impacts
8.2.7
HCVs
8.2.8
Cultural Values
8.2.9
Economics
8.2.10
Sample Plots
8.2.11
Regular Assessment

no/minor comments
editorial comments
candidate for merger/consolidation
identified as in need of moderate-significant revision
identified as costly and /or difficult
gnarly, explained in detail below
Table 15. Discussion of significant comments related to P8 indicators.
8.1.1 Comprehensive Monitoring Plan. There is an acknowledgement in the survey responses
that this is an expensive indicator to address. However, there were no suggestions to modify it
significantly or delete it.
8.1.2 Adaptive Management. The responses received on this indicator acknowledge its
importance, but also suggest that the requirement to be linked to explicitly stated hypotheses, as
would be required in a “textbook” application of adaptive management, seems unrealistic in the
monitoring context of the Standard.
8.2.5. Flora and Fauna. Responses on this indicator highlighted that it is
unreasonable/expensive for forest companies to play a lead role in gathering data related to
monitoring of flora and fauna. The key suggestion is that the indicator should recognize the
limitations to the companies’ capacity.
8.2.7 HCVs. The concern expressed for this indicator is comparable to that expressed for 8.2.5
– companies’ should not be responsible for monitoring HCVs.
8.2.8 Cultural Values. The concern expressed for this indicator is comparable to that expressed
for 8.2.5 and 8.2.7– companies’ should not be responsible for monitoring cultural values.
8.2.11 Regular Assessment. The key suggestions here related to using this indicator to close
off the adaptive management loop by including reference to incorporation of the information
collected in the management plan.
8.3.2 Marking/Labelling. There are suggestions to align the indicator better with CoC
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requirements.
8.5.2. Assist Public with Interpretation. There were suggestions that this indicator is not
necessary, based on the lack of related CARs, and lack of issues encountered by one of the
forest management respondents.

2.1.9

Principle 9 – High Conservation Value Forests

General
Three broad themes are apparent from the survey respondents 1) there is general support for
the use of HCVs as a certification tool; 2) there remain concerns regarding lack of clarity about
some aspects of the concept and some of the indicators’ requirements, and 3) there are
concerns about the breadth of demands being placed on certificate holders and applicants.
Criterion 9.1 HCV Assessment
Several of the concerns regarding definition and clarity of HCV concepts were expressed in
comments related to Criterion 9.1. Concerns included:
• Lack of understanding about the difference between HCVFs, HCVs, and protected
areas;
• Understanding the difference between a “credible outside review” and a peer review
(Indicator 9.1.3)
• Lack of linkage of HCV concepts to other Principles in the Standard.
A few other concerns were also expressed regarding this criterion, but no theme is apparent.
Criterion 9.2 Consultation
There is only one indicator associated with this criterion. Input noted that the consultation
requirement should not be interpreted as the need to have consensus. The only other comment
focussed on the overlap between this indicator and Criterion 9.3
Criterion 9.3 Management of HCVs
There were several comments on the indicators of this Criterion, although no theme is apparent.
Concerns included, but were not limited to:
• HCV reports should be publically available;
• Some requirements are overly prescriptive;
• More direction is required regarding large landscape-level forests
Criterion 9.4 Monitoring
Concerns expressed related to this Criterion focussed on bounding of the applicant’s
responsibilities. Respondents pointed out that:
• it is not necessary or cost-effective to monitor some attributes annually (9.4.1);
• there should be recognition that it is the responsibility of the provincial government to
monitor some attributes;
• only HCVs dependant on management of forest cover should be included in monitoring
requirements; and
• applicants should not be held accountable to trends caused by other land uses.
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Appendix 5
Although Appendix 5 (HCVF National Framework) is not part of Principle 9 per se, there were
several comments received on it, and so they are discussed briefly here. Concerns about
Appendix 5 focussed on clarifying some of its requirements. For at least a couple of topics there
is contradictory direction related to the “definitive” need to classify attributes as HCVs. Concern
was also expressed about the inflexibility of assessors in following the direction in the appendix.
Table 16. Summary of P9 Indicators
Criterion 9.1 HCV Assessment
9.1.1
Identify HCVs
9.1.2
External Involvement
9.1.3
Credible Outside Review
Criterion 9.2 Consultation
9.2.1
Consultation

Criterion 9.3 Management of HCVs
9.3.1
Management Plan Strategies
9.3.2
Coordinate Activities
9.3.3
Precautionary Approach
9.3.4
Inclusion in Management Plan
Criterion 9.4 Monitoring
9.4.1
Monitoring Program
9.4.2
Quality of Monitoring Program
9.4.3
Reassess Management

no/minor comments
editorial comments
candidate for merger/consolidation
identified as in need of moderate-significant revision
identified as costly and /or difficult
gnarly, explained in detail below
Table 17. Discussion of significant comments related to P9 indicators.
9.1.1 Identify HCVs. A concern was expressed that there is confusion regarding the
overlapping use of the terms HCVs and HCVFs (should be addressed in other indicators too).
In addition, there was concern expressed that the applicant is in a conflict of interest about
identifying HCVs in their own tenure/management areas.
9.1.3 Credible Outside Review. The key comment on this indicator highlighted the difference
between a “credible outside review” as required by this indicator, and a “peer review” which is
required in other indicators. This indicator should be revised so as to accentuate/explain the
difference.
9.3.1. Management Plan Strategies. A number of significant comments were received on this
indicator, identifying the following concerns:
• it is important that the indicator clarify that “territories of interest” already identified by
governments or other organizations be considered in the HCV process;
• the bullet list of items to consider is “huge” and “prescriptive”, also concerns were
expressed that the process is biased;
• the indicator is so prescriptive that it seems to “redefine the toolkit”
• need to clarify the relationship between this indicator and large landscape forests.
9.3.2 Coordinate Activities. This indicator should require regular communication/interaction
with neighbouring management units. .
9.4.1 Monitoring Program. The requirements of this indicator are costly to address. In
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addition, it is typically the role of government, not forest companies to monitor values frequently
identified as HCVs. Also, it is not useful/practical to monitor some of the values on an annual
basis.
9.4.3 Reassess Management. The key point in the comments is that the indicator implies that
managers are accountable for the trends/impacts caused by other uses, and that this is not
reasonable.

2.1.10 Principle 10 - Plantations
General
There were relatively few comments received related to this principle, so they are not
summarized here by individual criteria. Most of the comments received indicated support for the
interpretation that management of Canada’s boreal forest does not make use of plantations as
they are defined by the Standard. There was, however some request for additional clarity
around the use of P10 indicating that there may be a need to review the language and concepts
communicated in the Standard.

2.2 KEY ISSUES NOT SPECIFICALLY ADDRESSED IN THE STANDARD
Respondents to the questionnaire identified three major issues which have either grown in
importance or were “off the radar” at the time when the first version of the boreal standard was
being developed. These are each discussed below, with a review of the issue and a synthesis
of the survey comments.
2.2.1

Caribou

Woodland Caribou are now broadly recognized as a flagship species of the Canadian boreal
forest. Concern about caribou has grown consistently since it was first declared threatened by
COSEWIC in 2002. As cited in the report of the Boxfish Group4 a number of Corrective Action
Requests issued as a result of certification assessments specifically cite the need to address
the ecological requirements of caribou. Although species at risk (SAR) are the subject of
Criterion 6.2, and although caribou are frequently identified as HCVs, the lack of explicitlyidentified species-specific required management actions is cited as a deficiency of the Standard
by a number of respondents. This perspective is encapsulated in the following input: “While
including universal prescriptions for addressing species at risk can be considered
comprehensive, and fair, the management of negative impacts to this particular species is a
particularly difficult and defining Boreal Challenge.....Caribou deserve special guidance because
of their high sensitively to human disturbance, their wide distribution across boreal tenures and
their role as focal/umbrella species.” Not all respondents were of like mind on the need to
increase the level of protection for caribou in the Standard. Some were concerned that
interpretations of the Standard’s existing requirements were placing companies in a difficult
position and decreasing the desirability and practicality of FSC certification. However, these
responses too noted the need to clarify the direction required for caribou in the Standard.

4

Johnson, L. 2008 FSC Certification as a Driver of Positive Change in Forest Management in Canada.
The Boxfish Group. 27p.
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An important concern identified by survey respondents is the extent to which the Standard and
its interpretation by assessors rely on direction provided by provinces. One ENGO group
expressed this concern as: “In some cases, where the Standard allows the manager to default
to the practices being promoted at a jurisdictional level, application without adequate direction
could result in a “certified” extirpation of caribou”. In contrast to this is the following response
provided by a member of the forest industry which expresses concern that provincial guidance
is not being used/accepted as evidence of sufficient compliance: “...third party auditing firms
[are] not recognizing the Caribou Management Guidelines for Ontario...FSC Canada needs to
come to grips with provincial guidelines for caribou landscape management and give proper
clear direction to external auditing firms and forest companies.” This latter quote is also
indicative of the concern regarding uneven interpretation of the Standard’s requirements by
different auditors/certifiers.
From these and other responses, the following points are apparent:
• The Standard needs to clarify its direction regarding caribou; the direction should identify
more clearly than does the present version, the requirements of forest companies
regarding caribou management. The direction must be sufficient clear so as to minimize
the potential for unwarranted interpretational differences between assessors.
• Although there is agreement amongst survey respondents that the Standard needs to
clarify direction regarding caribou, there is no consensus on the extent to which the
Standard should provide more prescriptive direction on management. This is a nuanced,
but very important distinction. Clarify direction means that the required approach should
be unambiguous and should be unambiguously interpretable. Providing more
prescriptive direction would mean identifying detailed requirements in a manner which
leaves little or reduced discretion up to forest managers.
Given the profile of caribou in the boreal forest and their complex relationship with forestry, this
will likely be one of the most challenging issues in revising the Standard.
2.2.2

Wood as an Energy Source

There is growing interest in the use of wood as a large-scale fuel source. This interest extends
far beyond the provision of firewood and includes plans to pelletize wood for combustion in
furnaces and power generation facilities, using slash and other “available” wood that is currently
not consumed industrially, synthesizing ethanol, and further in the future, using wood to produce
a wider range of chemicals.
In one sense, this development can be viewed as increased utilization of the allowable harvest,
and there is no issue as long as the methodology for determining the allowable harvest does not
change. On the other hand, this development has the potential to significantly increase the
intensity of the harvesting impact on the forest, and there could be significant ecological
impacts. For example, there is a generally low level of harvesting lowland forests, especially
when the forest is primarily composed of larch and cedar. White birch stands tend to be the
main upland forest type that is consistently underharvested relative to the allowable harvest. If
wood energy harvesting targeted stands of these types, the ecological impact on habitat for
some species, and potentially on hydrology, could become meaningful. There is also concern
that biomass harvesting will entail “hoovering up” the almost all of biomass on a harvest block,
removing organic matter and nutrients, habitat elements for many insects and small mammals,
and generally degrading the quality of the site.
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Should biomass harvesting be undertaken in a manner that creates a high ecological impact on
either the site or within the forest, the Standard should recognize this and try to prevent
unacceptable outcomes. This will be a challenge because fuel from biomass is portrayed as
replacing fossil fuel combustion with a fuel from a renewable source, and this also has
ecological value.
CPAWS provided a well-thought out assessment of the issue, and concluded: “The ability of the
Boreal forest to sustain repeated harvest through these practices [more intensive harvesting
and use of slash] has not been established, and much literature exists that would question it. At
this juncture, FSC would be prudent to establish some precautionary practices such as interim
limits on the intensity of removals and/or requiring standard operating practice targets for
maintaining coarse woody debris levels.”
2.2.3

Carbon

Several survey respondents expressed the view that the next version of the Standard should
include some recognition of the amount of carbon stored in the forest and /or emitted from forest
operations. The role of forests in sequestering carbon is beyond doubt, and the value of
removing carbon dioxide from the atmosphere by sequestering carbon is also widely accepted,
even if reducing emissions is often seen as superior. However, a considerable amount of the
additional CO2 in the atmosphere is attributed to global deforestation, which suggests that rebuilding global forest stocks is a more appropriate mechanism for combating climate change
than it first appears. Building forest carbon stocks is also consistent with many of the other
objectives of the Standard, although it seems most appropriate to view carbon sequestration as
another value to consider in the trade-off analysis that a forest management team must make
when determining the direction and combination of activities to undertake.
The most comprehensive comments came from CPAWS, which suggested that “FSC needs to
set explicit guidelines in the Boreal Standard to protect carbon values, including maintaining
woody debris and other biomass, and minimizing system carbon loss, including soil carbon loss.
Ground rules and standard operating procedures need to be developed that will conserve the
carbon content and storage capacity of the boreal forest based on the best independent
scientific information and reasonable precaution.”
It seems that there is scope for adding indicators related to carbon under the existing set of
Principles and Criteria, however FSC International is also striking a Working Group to consider
the issue. The issue is further complicated by the lack of provincial direction in management
planning manuals, meaning that in provinces where plan content is rigourously prescribed, the
FMP document could not do much more than mention the issue.
At a minimum, the Standard could simply require that applicants report on current and projected
carbon emissions and storage levels, without there being any directive to improve over time. A
higher level of response would entail a requirement to improve the carbon balance on the forest
over time, in a manner similar to the intent that herbicide use be reduced gradually over time.
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2.3 ORGANIZATIONAL AND STRUCTURAL ISSUES
2.3.1

Redundance

A theme identified by many survey respondents was that of redundance or duplication of
indicator requirements. A couple of examples from the Standard demonstrate the issue:
Criterion 6.5.3: “Consistent with Criteria 8.1 and 8.2, monitoring is conducted of the
effectiveness of the SOPs noted above. Data and results are used in the context of adaptive
management, consistent with Criteria 7.1, 8.1, 8.3, and 8.4”
Criterion 6.7.2: “Consistent with Criterion 7.3 and Indicator 4.1.8, all forest workers involved in
the handling and use of chemicals (including pesticides), and liquid and solid non-organic
wastes including fuel and oil, have the appropriate training and accreditation.”
The approach consciously taken in the development of the NBS was to cross-reference related
requirements in the text of indicators which spanned more than one discrete aspect of forest
management. For example, Criterion 4.1 mandates that inhabitants of communities within or
adjacent to the forest management area be provided with opportunities for training. In this
context, this requirement is seen as falling within the domain of community relations and
worker’s rights – the subject of Principle 4. The requirement to deal with this in Criterion 4.1 is
addressed in Indicator 4.1.8. Criterion 7.3 requires that training be provided to ensure proper
implementation of the forest management plan. In this context, training is seen through the lens
of forest management planning – the subject of Principle 7. The requirement to deal with this in
Criterion 7.3 is addressed in Indicator 7.3.1, which cross-references indicator 4.1.8.
We counted approximately 40 instances in which indicators (or intent boxes) make specific
reference to other parts of the Standard in noting that the performance level necessary to
address one requirement should be consistent with the performance necessary to address other
requirements. This degree of cross-referencing is not necessarily a bad thing, and was done,
originally to ensure the Standard was comprehensive and reassure users that all relevant
aspects of the Standard’s topics had been considered.
Users of the Standard, primarily forest managers, have found this characteristic frustrating.
Some auditors too have noted that it adds a degree of complexity to their job in assessing
forests. There were many suggestions in the survey responses to delete indicators because
their requirements were redundant with others. This redundance seemed to occur most in
indicators related to training, monitoring, and compliance. There were suggestions that distinct
Criteria be recognized as dominant for individual topics, such as the following: ”The Standard
should be revised so as to place Criterion 7.3 as the lead component of the Standard related to
training. Requirements related to training addressed in other places of the Standard should be
synthesized so that they can comprehensively be addressed under C. 7.3”.
There is no doubt that the number of indicators in the Standard can be reduced by identifying
instances where such duplication occurs. However, we note that the reduction in workload,
both for forest managers and auditors will not be nearly in proportion to the reduction in number
of indicators. Presumably all aspects of the duplicated requirements will still need to be
addressed. The issue of addressing redundance is more a matter of appearances and tidying
the Standard rather than a drastic reduction in required workload. However, removing or
aggregating redundant indicators would provide some reduction in workload, both in terms of
preparation for the audit on the part of the applicant, and in terms of the auditing and associated
reporting functions.
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The original reasons for incorporating redundancy into the Standard are still valid – it ensures
that multi-dimensional issues are addressed from different perspectives and it provides some
perspective on the extent of integration of a company’s activities.
One way to address redundance, but still provide assurance that all required elements remain
addressed, could be to provide a tabular insert or appendix illustrating the relationship between
various associated topics within the Standard. This would facilitate the preparation of material
by applicants and ensuring good audit coverage, in essence the idea would be to try to add
features that would assist applicants and auditors in dealing efficiently with the overlaps in the
Standard.
Table 18 Identifies Indicators Identified as having overlap with others, either by survey
respondents and by the Standard itself.
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Table 18. Indicators Identified with some degree of redundance and/or as possible candidates
for amalgamation.
Indicator
1.5.1 Systems Exists re. Protection from Illegal Activities
1.5.2 Measures in Place re. Protection from Illegal Act.
1.6.3 Employees Informed about FSC requirements
3.1.5 Dispute Resolution Process re. First Nations
4.1.8 Training Integral Part of Employment
4.4.3 Efforts Made to Consult with Indigenous People
4.4.8 FMP Protects Sites of Signif. to Indigenous People
4.5.2 Operator Training
5.3.1 All Merchantable/Marketable Timber Used
5.3.2 Reduce Damage to Residual Stand
5.4.3 Cooperation with Forest-dependent Businesses
6.1.1 Adaptive Management
6.1.9 Landscape Assessment and Management Cycle
6.1.10 Stand Level Assessments
6.3.14 Habitat Objectives
6.3.15 Fire Management
6.3.18 Ephemeral Streams
6.5.2 SOP Training
6.5.3 Effectiveness Monitoring
6.6.5 Health and Safety re. Chemical Application
6.7.2. Training and Accreditation re. Chemicals
6.8.2 Compliance with Laws re. Biological Control
6.8.3 Monitoring re. Biological Control Effects
6.9.1 Limits to Use of Exotic Trees
6.9.2 Invasive Species
7.1.1Stakeholder Opportunities in Planning
7.1.3 Precautionary Approach in Planning
7.1.4 Coordinated Approach in Landscape Management
7.1.8 TEK Incorporated in Planning
7.2.1Monitoring Strategy in Planning
7.2.2 Implementation of Monitoring
7.2.3 Revise Management Plan with Monitoring Results
7.3.1 Training Program
8.1.1 Comprehensive Monitoring Plan
8.1.4 Public Availability of Monitoring Results
8.2.2 Monitoring of Harvest by Other Parties
8.2.7 Monitoring of HCVs
8.2.9 Monitoring Costs, Productivity, etc.
8.4.1 Plan Revision
8.5.1 Public Availability of Monitoring Summary
9.1.1 Identification of HCVs
9.1.2 External Involvement in Identification of HCVs
9.4.1 HCV Monitoring Program
9.4.2 Quality of HCV Monitoring Program
10.6.1 Access Construction and Soil in Plantations
10.7.1 Control of Pest Outbreaks in Plantations
10.8.1 Monitoring of Plantations
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2.3.2

Performance vs. Process Indicators

Survey comments showed a dichotomy of preference between performance and process
indicators. By a performance indicator, we refer to indicators that describe the desired outcome
but leave it to the manager to achieve the results by whatever means are deemed appropriate.
These types of indicators are deemed as more enabling. In contrast, a process indicator is one
that requires the auditors to assess the applicant’s approach or procedures. This is illustrated in
a comment received on Indicator 1.1.2 which requires applicants to have a system in place to
keep staff up-to-date with new regulations; “Delete this process indicator – assess through
compliance record”.
Performance indicators are also noted as preferable because they are more easily audited.
However, these indicators also have the liability of being (or appearing) inflexible. For example
Indicator 6.3.17 is prescriptive with respect to the width of riparian buffers to be maintained.
Input from some parties criticized this indicator as being inflexible, restricting management
operations, whereas input from others lauded this indicator as providing a definitive standard to
be attained.
On the other hand, process indicators have been the subject of consternation by many who
believe, as noted above, that the management of the forest should be assessed based on its
features, not by the means used to attain them. Managers may feel encumbered by process
indicators, such as is apparent in objections to indicator 7.1.2 which requires the use of experts
from specific disciplines in the preparation of management plans. However, there are some
definite advantages to process indicators:
1) There are instances in which the most desirable results or state-of-the-forest is not
predictable or is variable depending on local or regional circumstances. In such
instances it may not be possible to identify, a priori, specific performance levels which
should be achieved. By identifying a required process, the Standard is inferring that
good results will be achieved through the use of a prescribed rigorous process.
2) There are many aspects of forest management for which the process is an important
component of forest management in itself. Perhaps the best example of this is public
consultation. There may be circumstances in which consultation may not result in
appreciable revisions to a proposed management approach. However even in these
circumstances, the process of entraining public and providing opportunities for input
intrinsically improves management of the forest.
In the end, prescribed management of the forest should include both performance and process
indicators. There are too many unknowns in forest management to rely strictly on prescribed
measures of performance, yet there are some definitive desired states which can be identified.
The Standard as it exists now contains a mixture of performance and process indicators. Given
the advantages of each, careful consideration should be devoted to deciding the fate of an
indicator simply because it is one kind or another. Scrutiny should be strictly directed at
whether the level of performance is appropriate and whether the prescribed process is
reasonable and necessary.

2.3.3

Mandated Plans

There are a number of indicators in the Standard, mostly in Principle 6, which require the
development or use of “plans” to address an issue. Two examples are Indicator 6.2.4 which
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requires that “Plans exist, or are under development to protect the habitat and populations of
species at risk in the forest ...”, and Indicator 6.3.16 which requires that “A comprehensive
access management plan is being implemented that ...”. In these and other instances it is not
clear whether the plans referred to in the indicator need to be stand-alone plans which exist
independently of forest management plans, or whether it is sufficient for the topics to be
addressed in forest management plans. Plans which are independent of forest management
plans can be more adaptive and need not adhere to the renewal or update schedule of forest
management plans. On the other hand, if the topics addressed in the indicators are covered in
forest management plans, it adds effort but no value to require that they exist independently.
The question of whether the plans need to exist independently of forest management plans was
raised by several survey respondents. It may not be practical to clarify the requirements
generally as the optimum temporal horizon and specificity required of the plans identified by
various indicators likely differs. Moreover, in some provinces, such as Quebec (identified
frequently in the survey in this regard) and Ontario, provincial regulations are very prescriptive in
terms of management plan structure and content. If the planning element covered by the
indicator is a required component of the forest management plan, then an applicant probably
could not have a separate plan as well.
2.3.4

French Translation

Survey respondents pointed out a number of instances in which the Standard was not
accurately translated into French. Although textual differences may be slight, the implications of
some of the differences may be significant. Two examples that were provided are:
•
•

Indicator 4.4.10: “There is a poor translation of the French and this can have enormous
consequences. The French version calls for a "comprehensive assessment" while the
English version directs the applicant to "complete an evaluation."
Indicator 7.1.6: “There is a poor translation of the French and this can have several
meanings, depending on interpretation. The French version uses the word "census"
while the English version uses the word "describe". The term "census" may mean "a
population count, which is a considerable effort in comparison with a "description ".
French: "The plan and related documentation should census terrestrial and aquatic
species and their habitat (...)" English: "The management plan and supporting
documentation describe terrestrial and aquatic species and habitat (...)"

Great care will need to be given to ensure that the French-language version of the next edition
of the Standard contains language consistent with the intent of the indicators and other
components of the Standard.
2.3.5

Terminology

Many survey responses identified that some important terms were not explicitly defined in the
Standard. In a few cases, global comments were provided, such as the observation that the
Standard does not include a definition of sustainability, and that the Standard does not discuss
what qualifications are sufficient for someone to qualify as an “expert”, in the context of
requirements for expert assessment or review.
However, most comments that requested a clarification of intent or of a term were made as part
of concomitant concerns that the intent or requirements of specific indicators needed to be
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clarified. In some cases contextual definitions may be called for using intent boxes, or by
providing greater clarity in the indicator itself. In other cases, it may suffice to add/supplement
terms in the Standard’s glossary.
Some examples of respondent comments which identified such needs include:
•
•
•
•

What is “traditional knowledge” (Indicator 3.4.1)?
“The use of the term “compensation” in 3.4 needs to be defined to ensure it does not
lead to unreasonable expectations by FN communities or members”;
“Criterion 5.6 – in the glossary or within an intent box – need to define “permanently
sustained”’.
“Indicator 6.1.7…. roadless areas and road density need to be defined”

In other cases, the comments related to clarification were associated with terms that required
auditor discretion and judgment. For example,
•
•
•

The use of the term “appropriate level” in Indicator 1.1.6.
What is a dispute of substantial magnitude (indicator 2.3.3)?
Indicator 4.4.1 specifies that stakeholders must be "provided with meaningful
opportunities to participate ..." What is the meaning of "meaningful"?- is it that
consultation opportunities are open and well advertised? Or is it that stakeholders and
individuals walk away understanding what is being planned and feeling as if honest
consideration and appropriate attention was given to their concern by SFL and planning
team? And when a planning team or plan author decides otherwise on an issue that a
majority of operators in a specific area felt strongly about, would the operators
characterize the consultation as having been meaningful?

In providing additional guidance on interpretation of specific terms, it will be important for the
Standard not to lose sight of important factors such as: local and regional variability,
unintentionally empowering (or weakening) specific interests; and removing the potential for
those involved to develop appropriate case-specific nuanced interpretations.
2.3.6

Single-Indicator Criteria

There are thirteen criteria that have only one indicator associated with them; five of these occur
under Principle 10. In some cases, the indicator is a verbatim or almost verbatim repetition of
the criterion, where in other cases it is quite different. As an example of the latter situation,
Criterion 5.5 states that “Forest management operations shall recognize, maintain, and where
appropriate, enhance the value of forest services and resources, such as watersheds and
fisheries.” whereas the indicator is “The effectiveness of practices to protect non-timber forest
values is assessed on an ongoing basis by knowledgeable parties, such as; specialists, local
community members, stakeholders, and other interested parties.”
There were some comments that suggested the wording of the indicator should just mirror the
wording of the criterion – in the example cited above, there is a considerable difference in what
is audited under the indicator versus the intent of the criterion. However, in other cases, the
indicator wording seems to be useful in better placing the criterion in a boreal context. There
may be scope to improve the consistency of the criteria and the underlying indicators in the
cases where a criterion is represented by a single indicator.
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2.4 ADDITIONAL ISSUES
Survey respondents identified a number of topics, not related to the Standard per se, but
relevant to overall considerations regarding FSC certification. A number of those topics are
discussed briefly here to represent the concerns of the respondents.
1. Mutual Recognition of other SFM standards. An opinion was expressed that FSC is
too biased in the promotion of itself as the “gold” standard. This argument put forth
suggested that there should be some manner of mutual recognition of certification
standards. The concern was expressed that it is not the quality of standards, nor market
place issues behind the elevation of FSC to a higher level of recognition than other
certification standard, but “lobbying of the parties that support FSC”.
2. Cost of Certification. Concerns were expressed that the cost of certification (and
follow-up annual audits) can be a disincentive towards pursuing certification.
3. Inequitable Treatment of Jurisdictions. A concern was expressed that the different
jurisdictions within boreal Canada, are not being treated equitably. The main case in
point was that Ontario is being held to higher standards: “FSC needs to be extremely
cautious that some jurisdictions such as Ontario, are not held to a higher standard by
auditors as a result of forest management standards being higher to begin with. A
review of audit reports from jurisdictions around the world seems to indicate that not all
jurisdictions are audited to the same level. FSC needs to embrace some international
perspective.”
4. Variability between Certifiers. Concerns were expressed that the interpretation of
some indicators is not consistent amongst certifiers. This concern is validated to some
extent by information presented in the report of the Boxfish Group. Although the data
are not conclusive, because most certifications (14 of 19) were done by one of the four
Certifiers, the analysis showed that once certifiers identified more CARs on average than
the others.
5. Increased Stakeholder Awareness. A concern was expressed, that even with the
increasing prominence of certification systems, there remains relatively little awareness
of the FSC amongst stakeholders. One knowledgeable stakeholder group observed that
“people had a limited understanding of forest certification and a hard time differentiating
the assessment process from forest management planning. If this is the case, might
people who have grown tired of the FMP consultation process react the same way to
any advertisements or consultation opportunities regarding FSC assessments” .
6. Scale Considerations. Concern was expressed that the NBS “does not deal with scale
very well”. The main point being that: “ Much of this standard is aimed at large public
[forests] CBs address this by letting the medium size forests off the hook on things like
HCVF, PAs, EMS, PIC etc.”
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3 BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS
One of the aims of this project was to identify indicators in the Standard that were candidates for
modification or removal, and those indicators that necessitated a lot of applicant resources to
address but which yielded minimal benefit were identified as prime candidates for streamlining.
To this end, the survey included some questions which were designed to elicit the identification
of such indicators.
The survey results pointed to a few indicators that yield modest benefits for a relatively large
expense, in terms of either funding, staff time, or other applicant resources, but the responses
were not often very specific, in terms of either cost or benefit. Moreover, responses were not
always consistent between participants – some respondents suggested that indicator X should
be revised to make it less onerous while other respondents sometimes felt that the indicator was
not being assessed as strictly as it should be.
As we further reviewed the survey responses, it became clearer that it would take a
considerable amount of resources to undertake proper benefit-cost analyses for many of the
indicators due to the numerous sources of variability. More specifically, there would be
variability between forests in the assessment of the costs, benefits or both, as a result of the
following factors:
•
•
•
•

variation between provincial regulations and the practices followed by different forest
managers (i.e. in some provinces, forest managers routinely exceeded planning
requirements);
differences in the quality of available information needed to undertake analyses and
determine benchmarks;
differences between forests mean that impacts on harvest levels, and the level of effort
to meet certain benchmarks, will be variable; and
differences in interpretation of the Standard by certifiers.

As a result, we have qualitatively assessed the relative benefits and costs involved to undertake
the incremental work necessary to satisfy each indicator and criterion. In this context,
“incremental” is relative to a business-as-usual context (i.e. the effort involved in applicants’
normal management practices). This assessment is based on a synthesis of the survey results,
our understanding of common practice and a basic understanding of legal requirements in the
provinces and territories with boreal forest.
We found that there are a considerable number of criteria and indicators that almost everyone
who is managing Crown land meets, either because that is accepted business practice or
because the regulatory requirements are federal or are essentially uniform across provinces and
territories. These indicators tend to be located in P1, P2, P4, P5 and probably in P7 as well.
Since there are presently few if any boreal plantations, in the sense of P10, at present much of
P10 does not require applicant effort. Indicators which involve no incremental effort to meet are
not discussed further in this part of the analysis.
Table 19 shows the indicators that emerged as involving a considerable incremental effort
/resources to meet but provided negligible benefit. There were only three indicators in this
group – the requirement for a socio-economic impact assessment and the requirement to use
and then monitor native species when stabilizing banks and revegetating areas with non-tree
species.
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Three indicators were identified that imposed significant costs and for which the benefits were
either indeterminate or controversial (Table 20). The indicator requiring a reduction and phaseout of herbicides fell into this category. On one hand, many respondents said that phasing out
herbicides will make it difficult or prohibitively expensive to maintain the softwood component,
yet Saskatchewan and Quebec both prohibit the use of herbicides in forestry.
A number of survey respondents felt strongly that the requirement for a monitoring plan was
costly. It would appear that having a comprehensive monitoring plan is also beneficial and it is
not clear how much of the effort is incremental. There would evidently be a high level of interest
in a comparison of the costs and benefits associated with this indicator, even though the
benefits might well be found to outweigh the additional cost. Indicator 8.2.5 is also included in
this group of controversial indicators – there were a number of survey comments stating that the
indicator was onerous and is a provincial government responsibility. On the other hand, the
Standard is quite clear that all indicators should be met, and if the entity that is responsible for
work that would meet the indicator does not do an adequate job, then it is up to the applicant to
see that the work gets done by an alternate means. A cost benefit analysis might well conclude
that the benefits are substantial and so there should be no dilution of the monitoring effort.
Others do provide benefits, but it might be of interest to further investigate the range of costs
required to meet them and compare the result against the benefits. The assessment of benefits
would likely be qualitative, but it would nevertheless provide some indication of the balance
between costs and benefits.
A third group of indicators were those which we felt were a medium priority for cost benefit
analysis (Table 21). Many of these indicators require a significant incremental effort, but also
provide a significant benefit. Such indicators are probably not strong candidates for removal or
revision, based on level of effort. For many of these indicators, the assessment of the benefit
would be challenging due to the ecological nature of the benefits, which are difficult to quantify
in monetary terms. The assessment of the costs might also be difficult in some cases because
it would be highly variable from forest to forest. Thus, there would be a considerable level of
effort required to assess both the costs and benefits of most of these indicators.
When the initial version of the Standard was being developed, a study was undertaken to
conduct a benefit-cost analysis of some of the options that were being considered5. For that
analysis, alternate scenarios were modelled on three large forests. For several indicators, we
have indicated that another analysis would not provide any additional insights and cited the
results obtained by Callaghan et al. These indicators have been identified separately in Table
22.
Finally, Table 23 shows a group of about 6 indicators which we attribute a low potential value of
a cost benefit analysis, in the sense that while the costs are meaningful, the benefits are very
significant. P9 also could fall into this category – while costly, it is highly unlikely that there will
be any relaxation of the requirements. Other indicators were assigned to this class because the
Standard was not clear about the extent of the requirement (e.g. the requirement for spatial

5

Callaghan, B., T. Clark, P. Shantz, C. Wedeles, and J. Williams. 2003. An Assessment of the Impacts
that the National Boreal Standard (Draft 1.1) Will Have on Biodiversity, Wood Supply, Forest
Management Costs and Community. Report prepared for The Forest Stewardship Council of Canada.
82 p.
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modelling) while yet others fell into this class because the costs were minor and the benefits
tangible.
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Table 19. Indicators with significant costs and apparently negligible benefits.

Indicator

Incremental Aspects

4.4.10 applicant completes a socio- There is a meaningful cost associated with
economic assessment
this indicator and little apparent benefit.
6.9.2 invasive species
There were numerous comments from
Quebec based stakeholders, including
applicants, that the cost of native grass
/herbaceous plant seed for stabilizing banks,
planting on landings etc was ten times higher
than the cost of a standard mix that included
exotic species. Respondents felt that the
species in the mix were not invasive.
6.9.3 monitoring
See discussion under 6.9.2. There would be
some monitoring cost if the standard
vegetation mix was used, however
respondents argued that the standard mix has
been used for some years and there is no
evidence of invasiveness.

BCA Candidate?
Strong candidate – the SEIA is a discrete product that is
required that yields little apparent benefit.
This would be a good candidate indicator for benefit-cost
analysis, since the cost of the alternative is well defined and
the working hypothesis is that there is no ecological cost.
The ecological benefits of using native species appear to be
relatively low.

This would also be a worthwhile indicator to examine in terms
of cost and benefit, and to compare the cost against what
seems to be a low risk that species in the standard mix are
invasive.

Table 20. Indicators with significant costs and potential benefits.

Indicator
6.6.3 continual reduction
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Incremental Aspects

BCA Candidate?

This indicator is highly contentious; the cost
impacts associated with being required to
phase out herbicides include more
widespread failure to renew softwoods and
the softwood component of mixedwoods, or a
heavy additional cost associated increased
manual tending. The forest industry
considers that the benefits associated with
continued, judicious use of herbicides
outweigh the environmental damages, which
it is contended are minimal because the
chemicals break down quickly. Many
foresters agree. On the other hand, Quebec

There would be great value in a careful cost-benefit analysis
associated with the interpretation of this indicator – if an
eventual phase-out is required, the costs are both ecological
and socio-economic in nature, while the benefits are also
ecological (and some would argue include human health
impacts).
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Indicator

Incremental Aspects

and Saskatchewan do not allow use of
herbicides in forestry (it is quite a different
story in agriculture!)
8.1.1 comprehensive monitoring plan There are two aspects of incrementality – the
development of a monitoring plan, per se,
and potentially an expansion in the scope of
monitoring. While a certain amount of
monitoring is undertaken as a matter of
course by all forest companies, it is not
necessarily well structured or documented.
Thus there is incremental effort associated
with preparing the document. More
significantly, companies may increase the
frequency, sampling intensity and scope of
variables monitored. There were a number of
respondents who expressed concern that the
provincial government was responsible for
much monitoring and the standard needed to
recognize this. However, the intent of the
standard is that if a third party is not meeting
their obligations and causing there to be a
deficiency vis-à-vis the standard, then the
applicant is expected to find a way to rectify
the deficiency.

8.2.5 flora and fauna

ArborVitae Environmental Services

BCA Candidate?

There is a strong likelihood that certified entities face higher
monitoring costs in order to meet the standard, and there is
considerable variability in the potential extent of the increase.
The increased cost would depend on the scope of the
monitoring plan, the extent to which other parties undertake
monitoring functions, and the standard that the certifier
expects an applicant to meet.
However, AVES thinks that many forest companies are
relatively weak when it comes to closing the adaptive
management loop, and there would be meaningful benefits
associated with a more structured approach to monitoring.
In fact, survey respondents recognized the value of this
indicator and even pointed out that many monitoring
programs are not linked to explicitly-stated hypotheses of
effects, as is required by Indicator 8.1.2. This suggests that
the standard, or at least its application, could be tightened up
in this area.

In summary, the benefits resulting from this part of the
standard could well match or exceed the costs, or they could
be lower. It is probably difficult to generalize about the
relative balance of the costs and benefits.
See discussion under 8.1.1 – monitoring
If applicants were required to monitor fauna, and non-timber
related to non-tree flora and fauna is typically flora, their monitoring costs would be very high. Few
the responsibility of the provincial
applicants have the resources, suggesting a potential gap in
government, but it is not uncommon to find
the application of the standard.
provinces struggling to meet their
commitments
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Table 21. Indicators with meaningful incremental cost and meaningful benefits.

Component
C1.6 Long-term commitment

3.3.1 applicant supports land use
studies & mapping

3.3.2 applicant supports impact
monitoring
4.1.7 applicant mitigates technol
impacts on labour force

C4.4 – Social impacts included in
FMPs; consultation with
stakeholders

5.6.1 harvest rate includes
calculation of many factors

5.6.2 harvest rates consistent with
other long-term indicators
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Incremental Aspects

BCA Candidate?

All three indicators require incremental effort
If evidence of commitment includes program to certify all
since FSC is a voluntary certification.
lands managed, cost could be substantial but will be quite
Depending on what constitutes “evidence of
variable from applicant to applicant. However, benefits are
long-term commitment”, the overall cost could
also presumably large although difficult to quantify.
be high for a manager with multiple
properties.
May require use of funds, some management Potential candidate for BCA – identified as costly and there
time and may lead to higher wood costs,
may be a way to revise the indicator to ease costs on
lower wood supply, etc.
applicant. However, application of indicator also provides
meaningful benefits.
This could cause costs to rise somewhat,
See above.
depending how it is applied in a specific
situation.
There was comment that this had a negative Possible candidate, but need more information and there is a
impact on an applicant – not sure if this is
concern that the analysis may be too applicant-specific to
indicative of costs of accommodating
yield broadly applicable conclusions.
displaced employees or is the opportunity
costs of not making technol. investments.
Because provincial requirements for
Possible candidate for criterion-level analysis – much of
consultation during planning vary by province, language of standard is taken from Ontario planning
there may be substantial incrementality in
requirements; so little incremental benefit in that province.
some provinces and none in others. On the
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta have relatively low
other hand, in provinces with low minimum
specific consultation requirements, but many of the plans are
requirements, applicants may nevertheless
to a very high standard.
conduct consultation at a high level. Baseline
is not always legal minimum requirement.
While there have been CARs from this
Potential candidate for BCA – BCA would centre on cost
indicator, applicants go into the cert
associated with meeting CAR’s issued under this indicator.
assessment thinking they meet the indicator. However, applicant has little leverage when provincial
One could try to assess the impact of CARs
government undertakes AAC calculation (Quebec, B.C.).
on wood supply and estimate a “cost” to the
applicant.
See comment above.
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Component
5.6.3 Peer review of wood supply
assessment

6.1.5 PIC report (+ 6.1.6 Peer
review)

6.3.19 overlapping tenure

C 6.4 Protected areas

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Incremental Aspects

BCA Candidate?

If review upholds present standard of
Potential candidate for BCA depending on interpretation of
assessment (i.e. government review during
“peer review”.
planning process constitutes peer review),
then there is no incremental cost. If an
external, third-party peer review was to be
required, there would be a cost.
Preparing a PIC is an expensive proposition Given that the PIC analysis and peer review represents a
major expenditure, it would be of interest to evaluate the
– Callaghan et al (2003) suggested costs
range of costs. However, given the apparent extent of the
would normally exceed $200,000, and cited
benefits, and the degree of support for using a PIC
costs in excess of $500,000, and one
company which spent more than $1.2 million assessment to guide forest management, it is difficult to
see a retrenchment of OIC requirements.
(presumably including the peer review (see
6.1.6)). The PIC affects many of the FMP
goals and objectives, and if one accepts the
premise that managing the forest so that it
more closely resembles the historic forest
promotes key ecological values, then clearly
the PIC analysis is the foundation for
achieving many benefits.
The impacts of adhering to this indicator will
be highly variable, depending primarily on
the extent and nature of overlapping
licensees and forest user.
Provincial governments have traditionally
taken responsibility for identifying and
setting aside protected areas; it is a novel
responsibility for companies to assume.
There would be incremental cost to
applicants in terms of the expense of doing
the gap analysis and, potentially more
importantly, the loss of wood supply due to
the creation of protected areas. The focus
of the protected areas identification is
completing a representative areas network,
which most people feel is a worthwhile
endeavour. As a result, there was no
criticism that this requirement was part of

It would be complicated but interesting to assess the
benefits and costs associated with adhering to this
indicator, but it would likely require some modelling work.
It would be of interest to examine the impacts of the
criterion on applicants, and perhaps to ask for a qualitative
assessment of the benefits. However, the benefits will be
difficult to assess other than at a very general qualitative
level.
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Component

6.5.1 ground rules/SOPs

C7.1 – Contents of Mgmt Plan

7.4.1 mgmt plan summary

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Incremental Aspects
the standard, which is indicative that the
benefits are significant and may well
outweigh the costs.
There is a long list of operations that require
SOP’s under the standard, and while all
companies have SOP’s, the incrementality
comes into play when the standard requires
some additional SOPs to be developed and
implemented. It is anticipated that nearly all
applicants experienced some incremental
cost associated with this indicator, but our
sense is that it was not a major cost. There
would also likely be a benefit having SOPs
for a greater range of practices.
The indicators under C7.1 set out required
content for forest management plans and
some process specifications. Provincial and
territorial management plan requirements
are regulated, as is the planning process. In
general, some provinces have very detailed
and prescriptive content requirements (e.g.
Ontario) while others provide less direction
(e.g. Alberta). However, AVES has often
encountered forest management plans in
lightly regulated jurisdictions that are
superior to those produced in heavily
regulated provinces. In other words, less
regulatory direction does not equate to a
lower standard. Therefore, where the
greatest amount of incrementality will be
found is among the companies that produce
lower quality plans in the less regulated
provinces.
Some provinces and territories, such as
Ontario, require the preparation of a
management plan summary, while others do
not. In the latter jurisdictions, there will be
an incremental cost associated with meeting

BCA Candidate?

It would be of some interest to survey companies to
determine how many additional SOPs they were required to
create in order to fully comply with the standard. Our sense
is that the incremental cost is not especially great, but it
would be of interest to verify, along with gaining some
sense of whether there has been value in expanding the
coverage of the SOPs.

The planning process is complex and expensive – it is not
unusual for forest management plans to cost upwards of
$500 million, although in the future, there will be
considerable pressure on these costs while the sector is
experiencing financial difficulty. For those companies with
less comprehensive and less detailed plans, the
incremental cost of meeting the standard will be significant,
however the benefits will also be meaningful as well,
although difficult to quantify. It would be of interest to
survey certificate holders to inquire about the additional
costs associated with P7, although many probably will find
it difficult to distinguish between the incremental costs of P7
and those of some of the P6 indicators.

In some cases, there is an incremental cost but there is
also a benefit, since few stakeholders and members of the
public are likely to wade through the full plan document but
would be able to obtain the information they are looking for
from the plan summary. This indicator would be of
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Component

Incremental Aspects
this requirement, although some companies
may do this even when they are not required
by provincial requirements.

BCA Candidate?
moderate interest for BCA.

Table 22. Indicators with significant costs and significant benefits as identified by Callaghan et al (2003).

Indicator

Incremental Aspects

6.3.5 landscape consistent with PIC There is a meaningful impact on wood supply
associated with this indicator, yet it is also
acknowledged to create significant benefits.
Callaghan et al (2003) identified this as the
highest impact indicator (impacts were both
positive and negative) in the standard.
6.3.10 residual structure
Provinces have been moving in this direction
too, so the incremental cost and loss of wood
supply associated with this indicator are likely
to become more permanent as provincial
regulation catches up with the science.
6.3.17 riparian reserves
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BCA Candidate?
There is no indication that a benefit-cost analysis would find
a different result than Callaghan et al (2003) demonstrated
through modelling in three example forests.

Callaghan et al (2003) reviewed this indicator using two
levels of retention, and found that the 25% level (which
became the value used in the standard) tended to reduce
wood supply by 22 – 25%. It would be of interest to verify
whether this result actually came about and if not, get a more
accurate assessment of impacts.
Incrementality varies by province. Callaghan There does not seem to be much to be gained by
et al (2003) showed that the reduction in wood undertaking another benefit-cost analysis.
supply was 1% on the Al-Pac unit, even less
on Romeo Malette, and a whopping 23% on
Common Area 85-20 in Quebec. In the
Quebec unit, existing riparian reserves were
much narrower than called for in the FSC
standard, whereas they were comparable on
the Al-Pac and Romeo Malette units.
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Table 23. Indicators that are low priority for benefit cost analysis.

Component
C1.4 – Conflicts between laws &
FSC

Incremental Aspects

BCA Candidate?

Weak candidate for BCA - respondents did not provide a
sense that there have been many FSC efforts to alter
provincial regulations.
3.1.2 agreement interests in FMP
The requirement to move towards agreement Not a strong candidate for BCA, if the intent of BCA is to
requires significant staff time, some funds,
identify potential indicators to remove. This indicator is
and perhaps some reduction in harvest or
credited with significant positive impacts.
expanded role for Indigenous peoples’
harvest and silvicultural contracting
companies. Incremental effort increases
proportionately with the number of Indigenous
communities that are affected.
3.1.3 applicant supports aspirations This indicator is also a significant consumer of Assessment as above.
staff time, company funds, and even more
likely a shift of some harvesting to Indigenous
peoples’ contractors.
3.2.1 resources and rights
Meeting this indicator could prove to require Not a strong candidate if the intent of BCA is to identify weak
assessment
significant funds to pay for values collection; indicators – while there is a meaningful expense with this
cost depends on circumstances and what
indicator, there are also meaningful benefits.
agreement might be reached, role of
provincial government (if any role)
C 6.2 Species at Risk
The standard requires certificate holders to
It is probably not worthwhile considering a cost benefit
pay better attention to species at risk (SAR), analysis until the expectations on forest managers are
which undoubtedly leads to some
clearer.
incremental costs. However, many survey
respondents suggested that the indicators,
intent boxes and verifiers needed
meaningful clarification.
6.3.1 forest condition depicted over If spatial modelling is required, then there
Not a high priority candidate for benefit cost analysis.
long-term
might be considerable incremental cost.
However, there is considerable variability in
how companies model and many already
undertaken spatial analysis.
8.5.1 monitoring summary
There could be a moderate incremental cost Not a strong candidate for BCA because the incremental
associated with this indicator, but it is
cost is expected to be minor and there is some benefit,
difficult to estimate, in part because the
however the extent of it depends on the degree of public

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Both indicators require incremental effort
since FSC is a voluntary certification
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Component

Incremental Aspects
standard does not specify how frequently
the monitoring results should be revised and
posted. Many companies summarize their
monitoring results every five years or so, as
part of plan updating, and posting this
summary would meet the standard and
impose no additional cost. In addition, most
jurisdictions require some annual reporting –
these could also be posted.

ArborVitae Environmental Services

BCA Candidate?
uptake.
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PRINCIPLE 1: COMPLIANCE WITH LAWS AND FSC PRINCIPLES
Component

Impact

C1.1 – respect laws
1.1.1 understanding of
obligations
1.1.2 up-to-date

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions
• Too many indicators under this
criterion – rarely results in CARs

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Notes
• Fair amount of crossreferencing of indicators in
1.1 (e.g. 1.1.5 and 3.1.1
also 1.1.4 and 4.4.9)

• One suggestion to eliminate and
assess through compliance
record (Ind 1.1.3)
• One suggestion to eliminate and
assess through compliance
record (Ind 1.1.3)

• Useful as it
directly
assesses
performance of
the criteria
1.1.4 corrective actions • Positive impact
on FM
approach
noted by two
respondents
1.1.5 understanding
• Not applicable to large crown
Indig. People’s
forests. Not within control of an
agreements
FMA manager’s mandate to
enforce.
• One suggestion to eliminate and
assess through compliance
record (Ind 1.1.3) or P3 (3.1.1. or
3.1.5)
• This indicator should be
assessed under P3
1.1.6 consultation and
• This indicator is not relevant for
partnership
C 1.1 and suggestion to move to
building
C3.1
1.1.3 compliance
record

Editorial/Clarification

• should define a `good` record of
compliance

• The word “immediate” in the
indicator needs definition – noted
twice
• What is meant by immediate?
Should be more specific.
• distinction between legal and nonlegal requirements requires more
clarity

• It’s unclear why this
indicator would not be in
the mandate of managers
of Crown forests.

• Seems a good candidate
for elimination
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Component

Impact

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

Notes

• Measurement is too subjective
• Hard to identify non-compliances
“Useless indicator for which we
never issue non-compliances”
• One sugg to delete. As stated in
the indicator, 1.1.6 is
complementary with 3.1.1. and
3.1.2. Consultation and
partnership-building are not
directly related to respect for law
and administrative requirements.
• This indicator dealing with
indigenous peoples should be
assessed under Principle 3
C1.2 – fees/royalties
1.2.1 fees paid

C1.3 – International
Agreements

1.3.1 awareness of
international
agreements

• Assessment of this indicator may • Suggest that when there is only 1
be difficult as a lot of companies
Indicator, that the indicator restate
are behind in their stumpage
the Criteria verbatim
payments

• Broad lack of adherence to
Kyoto puts applicants in
contravention of this Criterion –
so far this has not been
addressed
• Proponents should not be
required to demonstrate
compliance as provincial and
federal laws address these.
Suggestion that proponents be
granted automatic compliance –
noted twice
• Eliminate this indicator because
• Noted as a
of overlap with provincial/federal
useful indicator
requirements – noted twice
because of its

ArborVitae Environmental Services

• To date, no conditions in
boreal certs, this may
change
• How should this
observation be taken into
account ?

• Interesting that this
indicator was noted as
useful by one respondent
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Component

Impact

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

role in drawing • Difficult to assess whether
non-compliance international treaties are
with PIF
adequately covered by
convention
federal/provincial law
• Kyoto not being met – are
certificate holders in violation of
this indicator /criterion?

and as of little utility by
others
• There is frustration with
this indicator as it seems
to be relatively powerless;
nonetheless, it is the only
indicator for this criterion
and so must stay in some
form
• Has there ever been any
activity in Canada related
to this indicator? Seems
to be cases where for
example Quebec reqts
are contra the standard.
• And if nobody is trying to
harmonize what happens?
Or if these efforts take
decades before they
produce tangible results,
what happens? Is it
utopian to believe that the
FSC can truly change the
law within a reasonable
time so that it is no longer
in contradiction with the
principles and criteria of
FSC? The FSC has no
legal power, only a power
of influence.
• Very important that Intent
Box 1.4 continues to
recognize that in the event
of conflict applicants are
required to obey the legal
requirement

C1.4 – Conflicts
between laws &
FSC

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Notes
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Component

Impact

1.4.1 conflicts between
laws and FSC

1.4.2 resolve
discrepancies

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

• 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 need further
explanation to integrate the FSC
interpretation into the standard
• Identify and document the
conflict. Is this sufficient to get a
timely resolution?
Documentation of any conflicts
should include a plan of action
including a prioritization of
conflicts, a communications plan
to publicize the issues,
recommendations to resolve
conflicts, identify key partners,
etc.
• 1.4.1 and 1.4.2 need further
explanation to integrate the FSC
interpretation into the standard
• How could the applicant
cooperate "with the government
when the Forest Act dictates
practices that go against the
principles and criteria of FSC? In
Quebec, the applicant must
make requests for exceptions to
the law to comply with the
principles and criteria of FSC.
The indicator should ask more
than "work". New wording: "The
applicant must engage all the
steps required to comply with the
FSC.
• Suggested new wording:" The
applicant must participate in all
of the steps required to comply
with the FSC.

• Need for integration of
FSC interpretation seems
obvious

• Need for integration of
FSC interpretation seems
obvious
• If the standard were
developed such that it
was consistent with
law/regulation this
indicator would not be
required. Suggest that
revision of the standard
include a review against
legal requirements and
adjustments for
consistency made at this
time

C1.5 – Protection

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Notes
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Component

Impact

from illegal
activities
1.5.1 system exists

1.5.2 measures in
place

C1.6 Long-term
commitment

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

Notes

• Delete as illegal harvesting is not
an issue in boreal Canada – two
comments
• Requirement for documenting is
too prescriptive
Move indicator under Criterion
1.1.
Recommend that 1.5.1 and 1.5.2
be replaced with a single
indicator restating the criteria.
Canada / Provinces have robust
regulatory frameworks and
enforcement agencies

• Seems a good candidate
for elimination or
combination with 1.5.2 as
each criterion needs to
have at least one indicator

• this I. seems in conflict with the • second verifier not relevant to
provision which allows certificate indicator (“evidence that the
holders to suspend their
applicant has encouraged wise
certificate.
management on private lands
encompassed by its forest and on
• This I. seems in conflict with
lands abutting the forest)
situation in which companies do
not intend to pursue cert. on all
of their lands.
• This indicator is not “binding”
beyond the 5-year term of the
certification agreement.
Therefore its value is
questionable
• suggestion to combine 1.6.1 and
1.6.2
• Indicator is vague about the level • It would be helpful, in our view, to
of conformance needed on nonmore precisely define the terms

• Is the explanation in Intent
box 1.6.2 sufficient to
address the noted
inconsistencies?

• See above.

• noted as useful
in some
situations

1.6.1 applicant’s
commitment

1.6.2 long-term
commitment

ArborVitae Environmental Services
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Component

Impact

1.6.3 employees
informed

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

Notes

certified forests owned by a
certified company – noted twice
• There is a conflict between
verifiers which require a written
strategy to move toward
certification and the intent box
which says cert. of all properties
is not necessary. Intent box 1.
6.2 needs to address - noted
twice
• suggestion to combine 1.6.1 and
1.6.2

"commitment" and "long term".
Does the notion of commitment to
the FSC to allow the applicant
organization to certify its territories
with different standards, for
example, CSA and FSC? The
means of verification, it is proposed
that the complainant landscape in
all its land is consistent with the
principles and criteria of FSC. We
think it would be adequate to
require only a commitment to the
international principles of SFM

FSC P&Cs required of the
client. Where does it end?
We have been
determining compliance
based on a very broad
range of adherence. For
example, Kruger has
committed to getting all
their tenures FSC
certified, while
AbitibiBowater has only
committed to moving
forward with three pilot
projects. On these three
audits, auditors will not
issue a non-conformance
to AbitibiBowater based
on an incomplete
adherence at a corporate
level.
• Overlap with CoC
requirements may be
relevant to RA/SW only –
this may not be sufficient
basis for elimination of the
indicator.

• Eliminate as it is covered by
COC requirements and so can
be eliminated – noted three
times
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PRINCIPLE 2: TENURE AND USE RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES.
Component

Impact

C2.1 – evidence of
long term use rights
2.1.1 proponent
demonstrates
legal right to
manage

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

• Has been difficult for BC
• The term “ownership” not
companies with volume-based
appropriate for Crown lands
tenures to meet - it has driven
them to other standards
• Not an issue in Canada Suggest the indicator be revised
to restate the Criteria
• Indicators under 2.1 do not seem
to be interpreted as strongly as
the wording of the indicator
suggests - would Black Bay
situation count as a conflict?
• How long does it take for use to
become “customary use”?

C2.2 –Local
communities
with use rights
retain /delegate
control

2.2.1 customary
tenure/ use rights
documented

• revise to take into account
volume-based tenures

2.2.2 communities
retain rights or
freely delegate to
mgr

• Inclusion of a Text Box similar to
the Revised Great St. Lawrence
would be helpful.
• This requirement is normally
addressed through the public

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Editorial/Clarification

• Resource rights are only held by the
province. Terms such as ownership
and use rights for crown land are
inappropriate in this context. Noted
2x We have access to the timber
not the right to the timber in a pure
legal sense
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Notes

• Suggest indicator be
revised or additional one
developed to apply to
volume-based tenures
(e.g. BC TFL’s)

• No conditions in any
Ontario Boreal Certificate.
• Excluding Indigenous
Peoples', I am unaware
of any community with
customary tenure or use
rights in Ontario
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Component

Impact

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

Notes

participation requirements of
Criterion 4.4.
C2.3 –Dispute
mechanisms
2.3.1 dispute resolution
process exists
2.3.2 record and status
of disputes exists
2.3.3 no long-term
major or frequent
disputes

ArborVitae Environmental Services

• Records are an implied component
of a dispute resolution process.
• what is a dispute of "substantial
magnitude"?
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PRINCIPLE 3: INDIGENOUS PEOPLE’S RIGHTS
Component

P3 Comments

Impact

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

Notes

Principle 3.0 has had both positive and negative impacts on our forest management approach. The requirements of
Principle 3 have provided additional incentive for our Company to engage First Nations in order to develop positive
working relationships. These efforts have resulted in both positive and negative interactions. This active engagement in
some cases has significantly impacted our operations (i.e. deferring of harvest blocks) and increased our delivered log
costs. A second respondent noted a positive impact on relationships with First Nations communities.
Another respondent noted that “The Algonquins of Barriere Lake would say that for them, FSC certification of Domtar's
forests has had a negative effect. Principle 3 appears to have been given lesser weight than its language suggests.”
Two respondents simply noted P3 was hard to meet.
Question re: The application of indicators for Métis. Métis communities in Quebec are not necessarily organized and the
definition of Métis depends primarily on self-determination. In Quebec, a large proportion of the population could selfreport Métis, with reason, if the benefits of that status suit their interests. So it is difficult to know where to stop in these
cases.
Indicators of Principles 3 and 4, it should clearly define and clarify the following: consultation, participation, reflect,
respond, veto power, ...). These terms are often used as synonyms or without regard to their difference. This can involve
very different approaches, with different consequences. In our experience, it seems that when an interested party, a
member of an indigenous group, or an employee makes a request or comment, we should give them a veto right.
Note that the intent boxes in the Revised Great Lakes St. Lawrence Standard appear to use less confrontational
language, and should be reviewed for inclusion in this revised standard.
Applicability - on what basis are communities considered "interested and affected"?, in some indicators it is just affected,
in other cases they have rights and interests One area of difficulty is that some licensees have numerous First Nations
communities with interests on their land - often they will be working well with some of the communities - those that are
closest or which have traditionally been more engaged - but verifiers do not say anything about prioritization and whether
a CAR is appropriate if there are some communities which have not been engaged. Reaching agreement often takes
many years - the inability of the assessors to write longer-term CARS is an issue, and also should discuss whether
applicants should be pushed to work more quickly.

C3.1 – Indigenous
People shall control
or delegate forest
mgmt

ArborVitae Environmental Services

• Indicators 3.1.1, 3.1.2 and 3.2.2: • Impossible to address on Crown
• Boxfish analysis showed
These indicators seek to put
land, words control and consent are C3.1 in top 3 CARcertain elements in the plan. In
contradictory. Like term positive
generating criteria in
Quebec, we can not put
acceptance is manageable, best
Canada (approx 85% of
everything we want in the plans
efforts work, and these should be
certs). Over 2 conditions
which we are not 100%
highlighted, not control and
per Ontario Boreal
responsible. Despite agreements
informed consent on crown land.
Certificate. Most
with indigenous communities and • A second respondent noted that the conditions concern lack of
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Component

Impact

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions
several other mechanisms that
allow us to consider the interests
and concerns of these
communities, we do not meet the
requirements of these indicators.
For related documents are not
acceptable in this case?

Editorial/Clarification

Notes

criterion is ambiguous because it is
often contested which lands they
'own'. should be more simply stated
that aboriginal groups will be
involved in forest management
processes
•
• Another respondent stated that
“The use of the word "control" is
problematic when working with First
Nation communities as it sets up an
expectation that the community has
"veto" power over forest
management activities. FN
communities are also not usually
prepared to delegate "free and
informed consent" as they lose any
power they have. I do not know
what word could be used to replace
"control".

formal agreements. Most
CARs require applicant to
do more to meet
indicators.
As indicated in intent box
3.1, current
interpretations of treaties
need to be considered.
Some modern treaties
have delegated control,
however their is an
ongoing obligation to
consult. This duty to
consult rests with the
Crown. Duty to consult is
also being interpreted.
Some argue that duty to
consult does not equate
to requirement for
approval.

• The statement [in the intent box)
indicating that treaties do not
delegate control (paragraph 3) be
revised to the following: “Treaties
do not mean that Indigenous
communities no longer have and
interest in managing their lands and
territories.” The definitive statement
regarding delegation of control is
not accurate in all cases
3.1.1 good working
knowledge of
indigenous
communities

ArborVitae Environmental Services

• bullet #9 – if community is willing
to work with you this can be
addressed, however if they don’t
best efforts is all that can be
expected from the company.
Last three bullets – We are not in

• AVES comments – the
objections raised by
respondents seem to be
covered quite well in the
intent boxes and indicator
language, maybe the only
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Component

Impact

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

•
•

3.1.2 agreement
• Four
interests in FMP
respondents
noted positive
impacts of this
indicator

•

•

•
•
•
•

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Editorial/Clarification

Notes

helpful revision could be
the business in addressing rights,
to make clear that
this is a government initiative, we
“management plan” is
should not be expected to deal
long term mgmt plan (this
with issues regarding rights and
might be useful for the
interests defining rights.
entire standard?)
Recommend re-word or
eliminate. Suggest – company
needs to be aware of rights
based issues.
Eliminate indicator since it does
not deal with substance of
criterion.
Indicator should mention “long
term management plan” as some
applicants argue that
consideration of FNs in
operational plan is enough.
Indicator should mention “long
• Elements such as “applicant
• This criterion requires
term management plan” as some
provides, to their satisfaction” and
very much effort for
applicants argue that
“the applicant participates in or
Quebec companies. The
consideration of FNs in
supports” are confusing, in the
FSC Canada
operational plan is enough.
sense that they do not provide
interpretation (November
financial means but support a mode 2005) is interesting: Avoid
In Quebec, such an agreement
positions that mitigate the
cannot be put into FMP since it is of governance that is consistent
with the cultural process of
advancement efforts to
not part of legally defined
governance
or
legal
proper
to
the
improve sustainable
content. Indicator should allow for
community. It is important that the
forest management.
agreements to go into related
standard strengthen governance
documents.
• AVES Synopsis: Perhaps
while not increasing confusion
the most challenging
Very difficult to achieve indicator
about the decision making process. indicator in the standard
(5 x)
but also the one most
Not possible to achieve if FN do
identified with positive
not wish to participate.
impacts. Seems as
Difficult to get written agreement
though indicator could
(3x).
benefit from minor
Revise to examine the presence/
revisions but there is a
absence of formal
risk if the requirements
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Component

Impact

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions
•

•

•

•

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Editorial/Clarification

complaints/objections to the
management plan.
Revise regarding control, we all
agree that affected Indigenous
Communities would ideally
support the management actions.
Revision Proposal 1: The term
“indigenous community” should
be revised to be more inclusive of
hierarchical governance
structures, e.g. “indigenous
decision-making bodies”.
Revision Proposal 2: A verifier
should be added prior to the
current verifier 3.1.2, to place the
onus on the applicant to identify
all relevant indigenous decisionmaking bodies with whom
agreements are needed. This
could be done by modifying
language from verifier 3.1.1 (i.e.
the applicant should demonstrate
working knowledge of “the
political organization and
governance structure of each
respective Indigenous
community”) by a) broadening the
scope of “Indigenous
community”, as per Proposal 1,
and b) making this identification a
mandatory component to verifier
3.1.2.
Rationale: Prior to obtaining the
agreement of “each affected
indigenous community”, the onus
should be on the applicant to
demonstrate that all relevant

Notes
are lightened, its
effectiveness will be
reduced. Another
revision option is to add
an intent box that
includes language from
the interpretation that was
provided by FSC Canada
on this indicator.
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Component

3.1.3 applicant
supports
aspirations

Impact

• Three
respondents
noted positive
impacts of this
indicator

3.1.4 opportunities for
long-term
economic
benefits
3.1.5 dispute
resolution
process

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

Notes

indigenous decision-making
bodies have been considered not just “communities” per se. For
example, an applicant working
with the Cree of Québec would
have to include the Grand
Council of the Cree in
discussions, in addition to
individual Cree “indigenous
communities”.
• Add “A jointly developed dispute
resolution mechanism” and
delete 3.1.5
• Indicator does not deal with
• For Intent Box: Certification and
• AVES comment – several
criterion topic – delete
support for capacity building should respondents identified
not result in, or lead to, reduced
this indicator as leading to
• Applicants should not be
tenure for the Applicant.
positive impacts – survey
required to have a role in
responses suggest
capacity building. Responsibility • At a minimum, the intent box
maybe some minor
for capacity building should rest
should be revised to indicate …"
revision to clarify intent;
on Governments
leading to joint management where
that is a shared (agreed) objective". other objections seem to
be philosophical.
• Clarify definition of “support”.
Support could be many things –
goods and services etc. The term
reasonable is good, should be
consistently be used when referring
to capacity building.
• Indicator does not deal with
criterion topic – delete

• can be covered by 3.1.2 if the
words “A jointly developed
dispute resolution mechanism” is
added to 3.1.2. (2 x)

• Impossible to achieve
without participation of
both FN and forest
manager). Joint
participation is a
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Component

Impact

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

Notes
challenge with certain FN
communities.
• AVES Comment –
possible indicator for
elimination, but we note
that it is broader than the
scope of 3.1.2 and so
3.1.2 does not seem to
completely cover scope.
However, formal dispute
resolution processes do
not seem to be common
in Canada and so
indicator seems often to
be not applicable.

C3.2 –for mgmt will
not diminish
rights or
resources

3.2.1 resources and

ArborVitae Environmental Services

• Indicators under this criterion can • For indicators under C3.2, the
• Boxfish analysis showed
be difficult to meet where large
applicant should be able to present
C3.3 generated a
areas are identified by FNs as
an evaluation of the quality of the
significant number of
critical
territory that supports biological
CARs in Canada (approx
productivity at the base of resource
45% of certs; half number
• Indigenous peoples do not have
supply. This approach is similar to
as C3.1).
forest tenure rights in some
crude oil and assesses the first
provinces, Makes this difficult to
• AVES Comment: The
principle of sustainable
address. This should aim to
French language version
development for First Nations. This
minimize / mitigate impacts on
appears to have more
is not the revision of these
traditional uses. Undertaking
and different verifiers than
indicators, but the verification
joint assessment, needs to be
the Eng language version
process. Nations have the right not
clarified regarding traditional
and it is likely a more
only to resources but also an area
resources
consistent set of verifiers
capable of producing a model
would be appropriate.
consistent with their cultural and
However no common
political organization of their
substantive objections
organization of the territory.
were made, although the
indicator was identified by
some as difficult to
address.
• Does the indicator require stand-
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Component

Impact

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

rights
assessment

3.2.2 assessment used
in FMP to
conserve
resources /rights

• In Quebec, this element cannot
be put into FMP since it is not
part of legally defined content.
Indicator should allow for info to
go into related documents.

C3.3 –Significant
sites identified
and protected

• Sites of cultural, ecological,
economic or religious significance
to indigenous people should be
clearly identified in cooperation
with these peoples. These sites
must also be recognized and
protected by forest managers.
Consistent with this indicator,
sites and sensitive areas should
be secure with the forest of high
conservation values identified
while addressing P9. However,
these sites and areas will not

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Editorial/Clarification

Notes

alone (i.e. applicant only) support?
• Verifiers should be changed or
removed (French vers). Move the
verifiers on land use mapping in 3.3
to 3.2.1 Keep the verifiers for 3.3.1
site specific and take out reference
to Land use studies.
• Could add verifiers to confirm that
“indigenous resources are not
threatened or reduced” using those
from the Northeastern United
States standard which cites as
examples: - Forest operations
protect spawning and nursery
areas for migratory fish exploited by
indigenous peoples. - The
operations maintain populations of
culturally important species such as
moose, which is hunted near
indigenous lands. - Forest
operations protect other resources
identified in the consultations
described in section 3.2.1.
• Boxfish analysis showed
C3.3 generated a
significant number of
CARs in Canada (approx
45% of certs; half number
as C3.1).
• This criterion results in
approx 2 CARs per
Boreal Ontario Certificate.
Almost all conditions
pertain to quality of
values databases, and
industry support to
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Component

Impact

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

improve.

require full protection but an
intervention strategy that ensures
the social and ecological role of
these areas on indigenous
territory.
• Indicators in this criterion could
be strengthened by placing
explicit onus on applicants to
communicate prescriptions
intended for sites of value, and
possibly requiring an indication of
satisfaction with the prescriptions
from IP.
• One respondent felt including
sites of ecological interest in C3.3
was not consistent with economic
benefits focus of P3.

3.3.1 applicant
supports land
use studies &
mapping

• One certificate • Indicator too prescriptive - allow • Move the verifiers on land use
holder identified us to figure out a way to meet the mapping in 3.3 to 3.2.1 Keep the
this indicator as intent with the community instead verifiers for 3.3.1 site specific and
of telling us to negotiate a
take out reference to Land use
creating +ve
particular agreement
studies.
benefits
• Change “land use studies” to just
“studies”. Some Land Use Plans
will add polygons which are
boundaries for some activities

3.3.2 applicant
supports impact
monitoring

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Notes

• Indicator too prescriptive – see
3.3.1.
• Consider removing because the
P8 Monitoring plan already
requires monitoring of Indigenous
values. (2x) Consider: “The
applicant supports and where
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• AVES Comment: Another
criterion with difficult
indicators but also widely
supported – some
suggestions to strengthen
or clarify wording in some
indicators and verifier,
potential to move content
of 3.3.2 into P8 and
eliminate the indicator.
Indicator 3.1.1 is quite
prescriptive and is a
candidate for making a
little more general while
preserving the intent, but
only one respondent felt
this way.
• One respondent noted
indicator was difficult to
address given the cost of
a comprehensive land
use study or mapping
exercise for an avg forest
management unit. Few
Aboriginal communities
have expertise or
resources themselves.
• AVES Comment: Some
potential to move the
content of this indicator
into P8.

National Boreal Strategy Survey Analysis

Component

Impact

3.3.3 applicant
suspends or
moves
operations where
values
threatened

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Notes

appropriate participates in the
efforts of affected…” to explicitly
require companies to do
monitoring when it is so desired
by the FN.
• Indicator does not say how or
• should remove “economic” from
who to evaluate “threats of
first sentence.
serious environmental, economic
or cultural impacts”. In some
cases, significant harvest areas
have been suspended maybe
with inadequate justification. An
evaluation process is required.

C3.4 – Traditional
knowledge is
compensated

3.4.1 use of traditional
knowledge is

Editorial/Clarification

• This indicator imposes
compensation even when

• The use of the term “compensation” • AVES Comment: We are
in C3.4 needs to be defined to
surprised there were not
ensure it does not lead to
more comments on this
unreasonable expectations by FN
criterion –it does not
communities or members.
seem to have been
relevant in Canada to
• What is a "traditional knowledge"?
relationships between
This concept is highly theoretical
applicants and First
and hard to understand the
Nations. Some
application. The current standard
clarification could be
refers to "traditional knowledge to
provided but does not
improve the plans." What is an
seem necessary in light of
"improvement" in a plan? Is it
consultation to improve the plan? In lack of apparent use of
TEK by applicants in
principle, the answer is yes and
forest mgmt.
that's why we look for that
consultation. Then the applicant
•
should compensate each party
consulted and to be fair, it should
compensate the other parties
involved in the consultations! This
is beginning to be onerous.
• How is the application of traditional • No CARs under boreal
knowledge being defined?
standard, or described as
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Component

Impact

compensated

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

indigenous communities might
want other means or outcome,
like an agreement. Should be reworded to allow …

Notes
not applicable.
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PRINCIPLE 4: COMMUNITY RELATIONS AND WORKERS’ RIGHTS
Component

P4 Comments

Impact

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

Notes

A benefit of P4 has been to bring business to local level.
Another respondent felt companies have done nothing to meet terms of P4 and so impact on communities has been nil.
Indicators too prescriptive – should indicate ends rather than means.
Indicators of Principles 3 and 4, it should clearly define and clarify the following: consultation, participation, reflect,
respond, veto power. These terms are often used as synonyms or without regard to their difference.
Only 10 conditions issued for all of the criteria and indicators in P4. one respondent felt this reflected the rigorous
regulatory environment for public lands and worker rights. Other respondents might have different explanations.
• AVES Comment: major
complaint is lack of
impact of indicators,
since most companies do
most of what is required.
Some opportunities to
eliminate indicators e.g.
4.1.3, 4.1.4, 4.1.6. Ind
4.1.8 could be merged
with indicators in 7.3.

C4.1 – Communities
within or adjacent to
forest should have
opportunities for
employment,
training, provision of
services etc.
4.1.1 applicant
• Almost everyone almost always
provides
does this – no impact.
employment and
contracting
opportunities to
residents of local
communities
4.1.2 remuneration
• No impact from • Indicator difficult to assess (esp. • Combine with indicator 4.1.3.
levels at regional indicator (cert
pay levels) when there is a chain
norms
of contractors and subcontractors
holder)
(work packages, for
example),Requires a lot of effort
to obtain finding.
• Company can’t attract workers if
wages below par.
4.1.3 employees
• Combine with indicator 4.1.2.
• No impact from • Redundant - overlaps with P1.

ArborVitae Environmental Services
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Component
treated fairly
4.1.4 non-resident
workers
encouraged to
stay in local
communities

4.1.5 applicant
contributes to
quality of life in
local
communities
4.1.6 applicant
procures goods
locally

Impact
indicator (cert
holder)
• Largely
irrelevant

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions
• Encouraged to stay in local
community? Why should this be
encouraged, we don’t tell our
contractors how to run the
economics of their business.
This creates an undue financial
burden on contractors.

Editorial/Clarification

• Remove intent box (no justification
given)

• Almost
everyone

• No impact from
indicator (cert
holder) –
almost
everyone does
this
4.1.7 applicant
• Impact felt to be • This indicator could be seen as
mitigates technol nil or negative
contra investment to remain
impacts on
competitive. This would be an
by one
labour force
undesirable outcome.
certificate
holder
4.1.8 training integral
• (DQ) Revise by combining
part of
direction from 4.1.7, 4.1.8, 4.5.2,
employment
6.2.6, 6.5.2, 6.7.2 and 7.3.1.
• Suggested revised wording: The
applicant trains forestry workers
to ensure they can adequately
meet the requirements of this
standard. The training is tailored
according to their functions and
responsibilities and, amongst
other things to reduce and

ArborVitae Environmental Services

• Remove intent box (no justification
given)
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Component

Impact

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

mitigate the effects of investment
in technology. Training materials
and courses deal with, among
other topics:
• practices avoiding damage to
the environment, particularly
on the NIF
• identification of species at risk
and appropriate action when
they detect the presence or
the sign of the presence (eg a
nest) of a species at risk
during the field work
• health and safety, among
other on the use of chemicals
• the implementation of the
plan and understanding of
operational requirements for
achieving the objectives of
the plan, which are economic,
social and environmental.
• Means of verification
• Policy and other training
• Interviews with the
complainant and forestry
workers
• Training Records
C4.2 –applicant
meets /exceeds
health & safety
legal reqts

4.2.1 worker safety
program

ArborVitae Environmental Services

• Given the regulatory
environment, and lack of
conditions, suggest that
consideration be given to
eliminating all indicators with a
single indicator restating the
criteria.
• Eliminate mention of mill – out of
scope
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Component

Impact

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

Notes

• Indicator difficult to assess (esp.
pay levels) when there is a chain
of contractors and subcontractors
(work packages, for
example),Requires a lot of effort
to obtain finding.
• Eliminate indicator (no
justification given)

implemented

4.2.2 workers covered
by mandatory
safety insurance
4.2.3 supplementary
• None – already • Eliminate indicator (no
health coverage
justification given)
part of legal
available
req’ts
4.2.4 applicant holds
public &
employee liability
insurance

• AVES Comment: Not an
issue in Canada but
cannot streamline further.

C4.3 –Worker rights
organize and
negotiate
4.3.1 workers have
right to organize
and negotiate
with applicant

• This is a legal requirement.

• specify which articles of ILO
conventions 87 and 98 must be
considered
• AVES Comment: There
are opportunities to
streamline under C4.4,
ranging from removing
overlap (e.g. 4.4.3 and
P3), merging indicators
(e.g. combine 4.4.7 with
preceding indicators); or
removing indicators that
do not seem to impact
management (4.4.10).

C4.4 – Social impacts
included in
FMPs;
consultation
with
stakeholders

4.4.1 meaningful

• has been

ArborVitae Environmental Services

• Need to define "meaningful"- is it
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Component
opportunities to
participate in
FMP
development
provided

Impact

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

that consultation opportunities are
open and well advertised? Or is it
that stakeholders and individuals
walk away understanding what is
being planned and feeling as if
honest consideration and
appropriate attention was given to
their concern by SFL and planning
team? And when a planning team
or plan author decides otherwise on
an issue that a majority of
operators in a specific area felt
strongly about, would the operators
characterize the consultation as
having been meaningful?

positive for
some
stakeholders
who had
difficulty
providing
meaningful
input before
FSC
certification

4.4.2 all input
considered and
responded to
4.4.3 efforts made to
consult with
indigenous
people

4.4.4 a public
participation
process exists
for FMP
development

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Editorial/Clarification

• remove - duplicates planning
requirements in Criterion 7.1
• last two bullets within the
indicator are redundant to P3 &
could be removed (mentioned
3x).
• Process indicator. Currently
duplicates planning requirements.
• This indicator could be removed
and written as an Intent Box for
indicator 4.4.1.
• Suggest that the indicator covers
the content of indicators 4.4.1,
4.4.4, 4.4.5 and 4.4.6 – condense
and remove unnecessary
indicators.
• Suggested means of verification:
• List of stakeholders available
and those reached
• Letter of invitation and mailing
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Component

Impact

Editorial/Clarification

list.
• Too much detail re content.
Better to specify the purpose and
effectiveness of the process

4.4.5 Elements of
public
participation
process
4.4.6 public
participation
process
integrated with
planning
4.4.7 information
provision
elements of
public
participation
process

• Add to plan content req’ts of P7
and delete here

• add verifier to suggest
consultation of contractors
regarding implementation of
certification requirements
• Suggest that the second & fourth
verifiers outside scope of the
criterion
• Suggest grouping indicators 4.4.7
with 4.4.5.
• Suggest grouping indicator
4.4.7(a) with 4.4.6.

4.4.7 employees and
contractors have
opportunities for
input to relevant
issues
4.4.8 FMP protects
sites of
significance to
indigenous
people

4.4.9 Employees
/contractors
encouraged to
report noncompliance,

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

• Duplicates P3, P6 and P7 req’ts –
can eliminate (stated 3x)
• Religious significance does not
make sense when dealing with
non-aboriginal situations. Does
nothing to improve forest
management.
• An NGO sees
value in this
indicator but
wonders if it is

ArborVitae Environmental Services
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Component
threats

Impact

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

Notes

being
implemented

4.4.10 applicant
completes a
socio-economic
assessment

ArborVitae Environmental Services

• Undertaking a comprehensive
socio-economic assessment is
beyond the scope of competence
of foresters often responsible for
forest certification. It might
therefore be helpful to more
precisely determine the required
contents of these studies to
facilitate the task and get to the
essentials.
• One respondent suggested
deletion.
• Another respondent suggested
adding as plan req’t and deleting
here
• Two respondents noted that
SEIA’s are never well integrated
into FMPs.
• Another respondent
characterized the SEIA as difficult
to address, costly and time
consuming and provides little or
no benefit to improve forest
management.

• Poor translation into the French.
• It is one thing for an
The French calls for a
applicant to be "aware" of
"comprehensive assessment" while the socio-economic
the English directs applicant to
impacts of forest
"complete an evaluation."
management activities
and another to "care"
• i. French: "The applicant must
about the impact.
make a comprehensive
Forestry is business- it is
assessment of socio-economic
about getting wood to the
impacts (EISE) and use this for the
mill as efficiently as
selection of desired options for
possible- shareholders
forest management during the
want returns. In difficult
forest planning process."
economic conditions, this
• ii. English: "The applicant shall
reality is all the more
complete a socio-economic impact
controlling. Even though
assessment (SEIA) and use it to
a block was deferred
assist with the selection of the
from harvesting for a
desired management option during
number of successive
forest management planning. "
FMPs to protect the
• Tom Beckley made a distinction
viewscape across from a
between a "comprehensive
successful fly-in lodge,
assessment" and an "appraisal".
maybe it now stands to
The translation should be revised.
be harvested because it
• Four requests for clarity re: content
is in close proximity to an
of SEIA and when SEIA required
existing road network and
there is market demand
for mature jack pine. It
seems like forestry in
almost all cases
eventually has the
"trump" card and other
real values in the
managed forest continue
to be whittled down. How
can we better project the
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Component

Impact

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

socio-economic impact of
a forest stand left
standing over time versus
the one-time easily
calculated impact of
cutting and selling x cubic
meters of fiber?
• AVES Comment: perhaps
the key issue is what
constitutes damage – as
the lengthy comment
under 4.5.3 indicates, to
some extent, it is in the
eye of the beholder. In
terms of currently
acceptable norms, the
indicators under this
criterion do not seem to
push the envelope and
compliance is usually
attained under normal
corporate procedures.
existing legal remedies
and contractual
arrangements.

C4.5 –grievance
mechanisms
employed;
damage
avoided

4.5.1 due diligence
exercised to
avoid damage/
injury
4.5.2 operator training
emphasizes
avoidance of
environ damage
4.5.3 dispute
resolution
process in place

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Notes

• one request to delete
• two request to include under
training indicators of P7, another
request to merge with 4.1.8
• when is this to be applied? for
example, we don't see it in
conjuction with harvesting on

• French translation not clear
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Component

Impact

to resolve
damage claims

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

traplines
• Two aspects of this indicator are
problematic. Firstly, NOTO is not
aware of any dispute resolution
mechanism in place to address
loss and damages. If there were
a system in place, who would be
responsible for the loss and
damages- the applicant or
government body who ultimately
approved the forest management
plan? Begs the question- who
needs to be certified the SFL or
MNR? When a remote fly-in
outpost is illegally accessed
because an all-terrain vehicle
traveled down a restricted access
road, cut a trail to the lake and
interfered with the experience of
a fly-in guest or vandalised the
outpost, who should be held
responsible? That leads to the
second aspect of this indicator
that is problematic. In Ontario, the
issue resolution process is where
disputes are resolved. But this
happens when the FMP is being
prepared, before it is approved
and before forest operations
begin? What process does a
tourist outfitter have to exercise
once the road is built, cutting is
done and their values are
impacted? We only have a
system in place to discuss
disputes before and not after they
occur- this is a major problem.
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Component

Impact

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

Need to develop a before and
after mechanism and also one
that gets the parties who are in
actual dispute, talking. There are
many instances where an SFL
and a tourist outfitter agree only
to have MNR overturn or not
agree to the resolution. What
does it mean to the standard and
FSC if the SFL has done their job
but MNR are seen as being evil in
the eyes of the public? There
would have not be an issue had
the forest not been cut in the first
place so I can't see how FSC can
wash their hands of this and
suggest it is someone else's area
of responsibility.
4.5.4 record of dispute
resolution

ArborVitae Environmental Services
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PRINCIPLE 5: BENEFITS FROM THE FOREST
Component

P5 Comments:

Impact

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

Notes

General Comments – Market dictates what can be done, not product driven. 5.1 – 5.4 Ignores the global market, does not
improve forest management, the standard is fibre driven and not market driven, much of standard is not applicable for
large operations. Forest Management does not diversify the local economy, but forest / mill operations might. The term
Forest management appears to be used in the wrong context, suggest changing the term to Forest manager?
In Ontario, only one CAR in 8 boreal certs.
Word from revised GLSL standard identified as preferable in the case of many indicators under P5.

C5.1 –for mgmt to
strive for econ
viability

5.1.1 applicant has
resources to
undertake for
mgmt

ArborVitae Environmental Services

• Upper management
accountability: allocation of
resources to forestry
management activities by upper
management at a corporate level
shall be sufficient to insure
managers have the resources
they need to manage the forest
in compliance with the FSC std.
P5: P5- std must address
requirements in cases of
economic or ecological
meltdown. On the economic side
This would include mill closings,
bankrupt applicants with
bankrupt clients with major
layoffs. For example and pulp
wood left behind of sawlogs used
as chips, etc
• Is the original intent of this
indicator and related criteria
influenced by the provincial MNR
funding for access road
construction and maintenance?
Are forest companies
proposing/building too much
access road? Are companies

• 5.1 is often quickly
assessed by looking at
whether or not the
company is cutting
corners due to financial
difficulties. Some of the
planned operations are
subsidized road building
or silviculture. See
comment at question 11,
perhaps we should look
at how seriously upper
management is devoting
resources to forest
management vs other
expenses
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Component

Impact

5.1.2 for mgmt is
economically
sustainable

C5.2 – Optimal use of
forest resource;
local
processing

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

proposing new primary roads
where it might make better sense
to upgrade or extend existing
roads? Does MNR encourage
forest companies to have
discussions with neighboring
units to identify road link-up
opportunities across unit
boundaries? Maybe there is a
better place in the NBS to
address this concern, but there is
a feeling that some SFLs do not
know or care what is happening
outside their unit boundaries.
Can an indicator be developed to
encourage broader-longer term
discussions across larger areas?
• Suggestion to combine 5.1.1 and
5.1.2 as: The applicant has the
resources to implement the
management plan(s), and all
associated forest management
activities”. (2x)
• Several suggestions to remove,
due to redundancy and difficulty
of evaluating.
• Is the intent of the standard to
flag cases where economic
stress might lead to bankruptcy?
• Some of this is okay but the main
issue often is the company
manages the forest to supply
their particular existing business
and how far they can realistically
go to address other businesses
use of wood fibre.
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Component

Impact

5.2.1 highest and best
value for
products

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

• C5.2 can be redundant with 5.4
• Suggest combining 5.2.1 & 5.2.2
(2x)
• Ontario often directs logs to
• Not clear what auditors are being
specific mills – how to assess in
asked to audit
such a case?

5.2.2 local and valueadded
processing
C5.3 – Minimize
waste and avoid
collateral
damage
5.3.1 all merch /market
able timber used
5.3.2 reduce damage
to residual stand

• Suggest both indicators be
combined due to lack of
conditions – just re-state criterion

C5.4 – Strengthen
and diversify
local economy

• It is quite a judgment call as to
whether or not an applicant does
enough to encourage additional
processing etc.
• The current standard (indicators
5.4.1, 5.4.2, 5.4.3) lose sight of
the fact that this is a "Forest
Manager" standard. There need
not be any link between the
forest manager, and the owner of
processing plants. The indicators
need to be examined to ensure
that the forest manager is only
required to accomplish things
within its scope.
• Redundancy between C5.2 and
C5.4 (2x).

ArborVitae Environmental Services
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Component

Impact

5.4.1 explore potential
to produce wider
range of products

5.4.2 applicant
contributes to
production of
range of products
5.4.3 applicant
cooperates with
forest dependent
businesses
C5.5 – Forest mgmt
recognizes and
enhances other
forest values

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

Notes

• It is not clear what the auditor is
being asked to assess
• beyond the scope of certificate
holders
• one suggestion to delete this
indicator
• one suggestion to delete this
indicator

• redundant (3x) – covered off by • Delete "from environmental
indicators in C4.4 & C5.5. 7.2.1 & amenities, fish and wildlife, and
7.2.2 – delete – redundant to P8
other non-timber resources". These
items are inconsistent with the
• one respondent felt this was a
definition in Intent Box 5.4
useful indicator
• Need to add Carbon change,
sequestration, storage, etc
• Example indicator - requiring a
carbon footprint analysis

• One respondent was not
familiar with many, if any,
focused forest
management activities
specific to recognizing,
maintaining or enhancing
fisheries resources in
Ontario's boreal forest.
Work that is done by the
SFL is probably better
characterized as reactive
rather than proactive.
When roads are being
planned, some effort
(more recently) is made
to avoid cold-water
fisheries or where
avoidance is not possible,
access restrictions may
be proposed. While this is
better than nothing, in
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Component

Impact

5.5.1 Forest mgmt
recognizes and
enhances other
forest values

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

Notes

place of an access
restriction, might the
fishery be better served if
the SFL proposed that
MNR make the fishing
regulations more
restrictive in an area
before accessing it? Or
instead of developing
protections in reaction to
expressed concerns, how
would forest managers
appear if they were the
proponent of protection?
The standard should be
revised to encourage
applicants to take
proactive measures to
conserve fisheries
resources.
• A weak indicator – too general – • The auditors did not ask us
• AVES Comment: This
it is often checked off by auditor if questions on this indicator because
indicator does
the mger meets 6.1 & 6.5
it seems they are not at ease
indicators. Needs to be revised to interpreting this indicator. Maybe
“have value”.
add an "Intent Box"?
• C5.5 aims to ensure that forest
management does not affect
services and resources such as
watersheds & fisheries).
However, indicator 5.5.1 only
refers to protecting non-timber
forest resources, and not multiple
services. New wording: "The
effectiveness of practices to
protect the value of ecosystem
services and non-timber forest
resources is assessed on an
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Component

Impact

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

Notes

ongoing basis and, by parties
with the knowledge required,
inter alia, experts, members of
local authorities, stakeholders
and other interested parties.”
This would mean that an auditor
would have to consider: - Has the
applicant has shown that it
adequately protects watersheds,
drinking water and fishery
resources? - The applicant
demonstrates that it uses the
latest scientific knowledge and
local traditional knowledge for the
protection of environmental
services and non-wood
resources. - The applicant shall
carry out impact assessments,
has a good tracking system and
practice of adaptive management
in forest management.
C5.6 Harvest will not
exceed
permanentlysustainable
rates

ArborVitae Environmental Services

• Indicators should also cover non- • Sustainability definitions and role of • AVES Comments: This
timber products.
peer reviewers could be clearly
criterion is 6-th in terms of
defined (2x)
number of CARs
• Need an indicator to penalize
generated (Boxfish
• This criterion implies a flat-line
companies that harvest
Report). Some
significantly less than their
harvest level over the long-term.
substantive issues with
planned harvest.
This criteria needs to be re-worded
indicators under C5.6.
to indicate a sustainable harvest
• Indicators 5.6.1, 5.6.2 and 5.6.3
When the provincial
level. In Ontario normally a 10%
deal with the calculation of the
forester (e.g. Quebec,
fluctuation in harvest volume
allowable harvest level. This
B.C.) calculates the AAC,
between 10-year terms is
important topic should be
it can be difficult to verify
acceptable.
addressed by Criteria 7.1.
all of the elements and,
Indicators for Criteria 5.6.1
the decision may rest
should only address the topic of
more on his/her judgment
the actual harvest level. Does the
than on a model run.
actual harvest level exceed the
Applicant is unable to
calculated level?
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Component

Impact

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

Notes
change the determination
and what is the value of a
peer review in such
cases. More generally,
reviews conducted during
plan development are
often considered peer
reviews, but does that do
justice to both the notion
of a peer and the intent of
the criterion. Agree with
need to penalize
underharvest – a
sequence of plans on a
forest that have had an
unrealistically high
harvest is not very
credible and forecloses
many other options
related to other values It
is a legal requirement not
to exceed the allowable
harvest. Need to define
what is “permanently
sustained”. Might
consider expanding
indicators beyond timber
(would this include
hunting and fishing?).

5.6.1 harvest rate
includes
calculation of
many factors

ArborVitae Environmental Services

• In Quebec, the Chief Forester
• should clarify what is intended by
undertakes the calculation of the
permanently sustained, as different
allowable harvest. He has a
auditors have different
dedicated team specializing in
interpretations (4x)
these calculations. In addition,
• This list of harvest calculation
the Chief Forester is an
components is acceptable although
independent entity under the law. use of the term “precautionary” may
His main task is to assess the
cause some challenges
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Component

Impact

5.6.2 harvest rates
consistent with
other long-term
indicators

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

allowable harvest from Québec • “Credible” growth and yield, suggest
forests. In such a case, is a peer
reasonable growth and yield. A
review necessary? Would it be
recent inventory is to vague, need
possible to add that the peer
to delineate a timeframe. Natural
review is done only when the
succession pathways may
organization that performs this
contradict a regulation. Instead
calculation is not officially
suggest, “ Meeting silviculture
recognized?
regulation. Potential contradiction to
• Getting proof of elements
P2 vis-via government regulation.
requested by the indicator is
enormous. It is even more
difficult when a third party
calculates the allowable cut, such
as the Bureau of Forestry Chief
of Quebec. Demonstrate the
"reliable estimates of the rate of
deterioration" requires research.
• First, you must know that in
• Indicator needs to explicitly state a
Quebec, areas being protected
“spatial” requirement. In addition,
(even by the government itself)
FSC should move the list of verifiers
are not excluded from the
into the indicator so that the peer
available forest if they have not
reviewer has a clear indication of
been formally protected.
the scope of the peer review.
Suggested new text: "Proof that • The spatial indicators should be
the forest areas that are not
cross referenced and include
available for harvesting are not
Protected areas, residual structure,
subject to any forest
riparian reserves, core areas, and
management activity (e.g.
old growth. This indicator needs to
candidate protected areas
say that the analysis needs to be
identified by either the
spatial. This forms the second part
government or against the
of the scope for the peer review.
criterion 6.4 of FSC standard, ...)
Would be helpful to clarify this.
"(the term" forest management
activities "is more
comprehensive, it includes the
construction of roads, etc.)
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Component

Impact

5.6.3 Peer review of
wood supply
assessment

Substantive Comments
/Suggestions

Editorial/Clarification

• Remove peer review. Or accept • The peer review is almost always
RFP as being capable to perform conducted by people in the
peer review. Costly to perform
management process - indicator
and provide little benefit
should be revised to specify that
peer review must be conducted by
external expert(s)

5.6.4Actual harvest
• Noted as a
does not exceed
useful indicator
planned levels
by one
certificate
holder

ArborVitae Environmental Services
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PRINCIPLE 6: ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
Component

Impact

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns

C6.1 – Impact
assessment
6.1.1 adaptive
management

• Noted by one
respondent as
a very useful
indicator

Notes

• Intent box for P6 should be
broadened so that precautionary
approach also refers to species
with large range requirements.
• reword “impact study”, which
refers to very specific procedures
in Quebec, to “impact analysis”

• Should be revised to be more
auditable by including phrase
such as “Regular communication
with adjacent managers about
specific common problems…”

6.1.2 landscape
scale
assessments

• move list from verifiers to be part
of the indicator

6.1.3 landscape
scale inventory
6.1.4 site scale
inventory

6.1.5 PIC report

• Would this be more appropriate
under P8?

Editorial/Clarification

• Noted by two
respondents a
very useful
indicator.

• To incorporate a performance
measure need to include
requirement for how often
inventory should be maintained
• Suggestion that PIC report should
be required for inclusion in FMPs

6.1.6 PIC peer
review

• One respondent suggested
deleting the indicator (no
explanation)

6.1.7 landscape
benchmarks

• add “habitat status for key
species” as a component of the
indicator

ArborVitae Environmental Services

• Unclear translation to French has
resulted in uncertainty about how
many peers are required to
conduct the review
• Also note lack of qualified
personnel in Quebec
• Need to define roadless area
(verifier)
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• One respondent
indicated a need to
clarify “benchmark”, but
this is addressed in the
Intent box
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Component

Impact

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns

Editorial/Clarification

Notes

• Suggested clearer text:
"Benchmarks of forest condition
at the stand level are in place to
serve as references for
comparison during impact
assessment.

6.1.8 stand-level
benchmarks

6.1.9 landscape
assessment &
mgmt cycle

• Note that indicator is redundant to
requirement under P7
• combine with 6.1.9, 6.1.10, and
6.1.11 into a single indicator
addressing the need for impact
assessment prior to plan
implementation

6.1.10 stand level
assessments
6.1.11 EA results in
planning

• see 2nd note above

• There seems
reasonable rationale for
combining 6.1.9 and
6.1.10, however the
existing distinction
between landscape
scale and stand scale is
consistent with other
indicators in the
standard
• see note above

• see 2nd note above

• see note above

C 6.2 Species at
Risk

• Noted by one
respondent as
a very useful
indicator
• Noted by one
respondent as
a criterion with
difficult
requirements

ArborVitae Environmental Services

• Considerable input regarding the
need to clarify this criterion and
its indicators. Of particular note is
the need to clarify following the
interpretation note
• “Needs a major reworking to be
clearer about the expectations on
managers”
• Considerable input regarding
incorporation of caribou into the
standard (see Section 2.2.1)
• Need to make intent box
consistent with revised direction
• Interpretation note itself is unclear
and needs additional effort to be

• “Endangered species” and
“Species at Risk” should be
defined in the standard
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respondents expressed
confusion/concern about
this criterion, the need to
revise the criterion to be
consistent with
interpretation is striking
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Component

Impact

Editorial/Clarification

of use
• Conflicting input from
respondents about the need to
have a “broad” list of SAR vs. the
need to not overburden managers

6.2.1 SAR list

6.2.2 habitats
identified

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns

Noted as a
useful indicator
by one
respondent

6.2.3 landscape
mgmt and SAR

6.2.4 SAR plans

Noted as a
difficult and
costly indicator

6.2.5 precautionary
approach

Noted as a
useful indicator
by one
respondent

• The need to
revise/clarify this
indicator follows the
need to address the
criterion (noted above)

• Applicants should be required to
identify source of habitat
requirements
• Considerable input/confusion
around the mixing of landscape
scale management and regional
SAR
• One suggestion to delete this
indicator
• Uncertainty over whether this
Indicator requires a plan other
than an FMP
• Standard should ensure that
experts are used to develop plans
• Concern over whether plans are
required for all SAR

• Need to clarify the concept of a
regional species at risk

• Should ensure that there is a
requirement for completion and
implementation date of plans

• What is a “relevant” SAR

• This indicator needs
revision too, to address
uncertainties regarding
under the circumstances
under which plans are
required (i.e. what SAR),
and whether plans in
addition to FMPs are
required.

• two suggestions to delete as the
indicator is not testable and the
task is the responsibility of govt.

• Reasonable case is
made to delete the
indicator

C6.3 Ecological
Functions

ArborVitae Environmental Services

• Should be clarified to
address scale issues
(landscape scale /
regional species)

• Replace “relevant” forestry
worker with clearer phrase

6.2.6 training

6.2.7 cooperation

Notes
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Component

Impact

6.3.1 forest condition
depicted over
long-term

• One
respondent
noted benefits
to their forest
management
as a result of
adopting
spatial
modeling
• Complexity
and cost
noted by
several
respondents.
• Two
respondents
noted
negative
impact of
favouring
natural regen.
as it can
compromise
the quality of
regen.
• Noted by one
respondent as
very useful
• One
respondent
noted this was
a useful
indicator

6.3.2 silvicultural
prescriptions

6.3.3 site damage

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns

Editorial/Clarification

Notes

• There is confusion over whether
this indicator requires spatial
modeling or merely spatial
depiction – has been interpreted
differently in different audits
• Noted by one respondent as not
addressing requirement of
criterion

• Obvious need to clarify if
this indicator is requiring
spatial modeling.

• Suggestions to add
clarity/quantitative measures
around effectiveness of
silvicultural operations

• Concern about favouring
natural regen should be
addressed in revision

• remove last part of sentence….
“and encourages the protection of
the site”, change to
……encourage site productivity. (
The term protection implies no
activity)
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• A concern was
expressed that the
indicator was not
testable as it contains no
quantifiable measures;
however intent box
addresses this
somewhat and auditors
are generally very
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Component

Impact

6.3.4 underrepresented
communities

• Two
respondents
noted positive
impact of this
indicator on
forest mgmt

6.3.5 landscape
consistent with
PIC

• One
respondent
noted positive
impact of this
indicator on
forest mgmt

6.3.6landscape
pattern targets

• Noted as a
difficult
indicator by
two
respondents
and a useful
indicator by
two.

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns
• Several respondents noted that
currently there is no protection for
preventing liquidation of a forest
unit. This indicator comes close
but refers only to “under
represented” units.
• “Managers are allowed to
significantly deplete common
forest units.!!!”
• Several responses note overprescriptiveness and lack of
clarity in this indicator (clarify
temporal scale, expectations for
full range)
• Concern that it is difficult for
managers to achieve, and difficult
for auditors to develop findings
around
• Several concerns expressed
about the viability of returning to a
PIC, given multiple demands on
forest and social acceptability of
large disturbances
• Suggestion to combine 6.3.7 and
6.3.6 to address conflict between
large natural disturbances as
required by 6.3.6 and social
acceptability

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Notes
experienced in
addressing site damage
• Need to address
depletion of common
forest units

• Intent box inaccurately states that
contiguous core forest is
discussed in 6.3.13; in fact it’s
addressed in 6.3.12

• Revision to this indicator
addressing lack of clarity
is required.

• The requirements of the indicator
appear to be more severe than
the verifiers indicate.

• Issue of practicality
should be reviewed

• No Comments on this
indicator!

6.3.7 events of low
frequency
6.3.8 genetic
diversity

6.3.9 viability of

Editorial/Clarification

• Some auditors have interpreted

• “appropriate selection of seed
trees and advanced
regeneration” This phrase is not
clear.
• What is meant by “species
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Component

Impact

native species

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns
this to apply just to trees, others
interpret it applies to all species

6.3.10 residual
structure

• Indentified as
a useful
indicator by
two
respondents

6.3.11 burned habitat

• Noted as very
useful by two
respondents

6.3.12 cores

• Noted as very
useful by two
respondents
and difficult by
one

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Editorial/Clarification
assemblages”

• “the quantitative residual
requirements need clarification the range of 10 - 50% is very
broad; most companies meet
10% and don't come close to or
try for 50%. If the intent is to
have a balance of retention
amounts, this indicator needs to
be tightened”
• Concern that indicator is overly
prescriptive, however other
comments are positive noting that
the indicator “actually has some
performance measures”
• Concern that this indicator takes
no account of social or economic
values

• Need to clarify definition of
“small” in intent box
• Unclear what is meant by “where
the principle 6 intent box
applies…”

• Considerable concern around
justification of 20% and 5%
targets and impacts of this
indicator on timber availability
• Considerable input noting lack of
clarity around some aspects (e.g.
“thousands of hectares,
representative habitat types)
• Proposal to modify the indicator’s
targets to be either 20% core, or
habitat for most sensitive species
– whichever is more
• two suggestions to delete
• Note that the indicator is counter
to regulations (jurisdiction?)

• Confusion around the term
“sensitive” species in the intent
box
•
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Notes
whether indicator is
intended to apply just to
trees
• Required range of
residual requirements
should be reviewed

• Concern is expressed
about the lack of clarity
around the term “expert
input”, but “expert” is
defined in the glossary
• More guidance around
requirements seems
needed
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Component
6.3.13 connectivity

6.3.14 habitat
objectives

Impact

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns

• Noted by one
respondent as
having no
value
• Noted by one
respondent as
being very
useful
• Noted by two
respondents
as useful

• Concern that acceptable levels of
connectivity are not defined, the
concept is vague and generally
agreed that connectivity is of little
relevance in most circumstances
in the boreal forest
• two suggestions to delete

6.3.15 fire
management

• Noted by one
respondent as
having no
benefit

6.3.16 access mgmt
plan

• Noted by one
respondent as
a useful
indicator

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Editorial/Clarification

• Varying impressions of
practicality of this
indicator suggests a
need to review its utility

• Concern that the indicator only
requires objectives to be set, and
so this leaves the door open to
degrading wildlife habitat so long
there is a “set” objective
• one suggestion to delete as the
indicator is redundant with
landscape-level habitat
requirements
• Fire management policy is out of
the hands of the forest managers

• One respondent noted striking
lack of progress related to conflict
resolution between tourism
concerns and forestry and infers
that 6.3.16 is complicit in this.
• Can the access plan be part of an
FMP, or does it need to be a
stand-alone document?
• Concern that this indicator is hard
to assess
• Several concerns that
“independent expert input” is
poorly defined and hard to come
by

Notes

• Seems a candidate for
removal as policies
regarding fire are not
within the control of
forest managers
• In several places the standard
refers to 6.3.17 as dealing with
access management, this should
be corrected to 6.3.16
• “road abandonment’” needs
definition
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Component

6.3.17 riparian
reserves

6.3.18 ephemeral
streams

Impact

• One
respondent
noted a strong
negative
impact as this
Indicator
doesn’t
recognize the
value of early
successional
habitat in
riparian areas.
• one
respondent
cited this as a
useful
indicator
• Noted by one
respondent as
a useful
indicator

6.3.19 overlapping
tenure

C 6.4 Protected
areas

• Several
respondents
noted positive

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns
• Proposal to emphasize ecological
integrity as the primary value, not
one of three equal uses
• Concerns that direction in the
indicator w.r.t. reserve width is
confusing; further concerns that
additional direction providing
leeway is not measurable
• Concern that mandatory reserves
are not natural, - onus should be
on provision of “natural” shoreline
conditions
• Proposal to restrict the
circumstances under which
harvesting in reserves is
permitted.

• Concern that indicator is not
measurable
• Suggestions to incorporate this
indicator into Criterion 6.5 (SOPs)
• Concern that “minimizing size,
intensity and duration of linear
disturbances is not measurable.
• Concern that the success of this
indictor is not in the hands of the
applicant – what if the other
tenure holders “don’t want
progress even though the
manager has done everything
they can to persuade?”
• Concern that CARs associated
with this criterion usually require
companies to “work with”

Editorial/Clarification

Notes

• One suggestions to delete the
intent box
• Concern that “partial harvesting”
as used in the indicator needs
definition

• Defining “natural”
shorelines conditions will
be challenging, but may
be appropriate to be
consistent with current
scientific thinking on the
value of early
successional shoreline
habitat

•

• Given the requirement of
this indicator, there is
logic in moving it to 6.5
• We note that Al-Pac,
which has the most
challenging
circumstance with
overlapping licence
holders, did not object to
this indicator.

• Suggestions to have more
rigourous definition of “equivalent
methodology” in intent box.
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6.4.1 gap analysis

6.4.2 contribution to
protected areas

Impact
impacts of this
Criterion in
entraining
involvement of
companies in
protected area
initiatives.
• One govt.
respondent
noted that
FSC certified
companies
are much
more involved
in protected
areas than
non-FSC ones
• Noted as a
difficult
indicator by
one
respondent

• Noted as a
useful
indicator

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns

Editorial/Clarification

interested parties. Is it possible
for the criterion’s indicators to
identify end points?
• Concern that there is confusion
regarding definitional overlap
between HCVs and protected
areas

• The utility of the gap analysis is
noted by three respondents
however another respondent
suggested that this requirement
be removed
• Concern that greater explanation
of the requirements for
completing a gap analysis would
be useful
• Suggestion to note that gap
analysis must be done by a
qualified and independent person
• Concerns that “maximum
contribution to filling
gaps….based on relative
responsibility” is unclear
• Concern that the applicant is in a
conflict of interest in identifying
areas to contribute to protected
areas – suggestion that an

• Concern that the terminology
“ecodistrict and ecoregions is not
used in Quebec – so more
universal language should be
used

• Suggestion that intent box
reinforce the requirement to use
independent expert(s)
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Component

Impact

Editorial/Clarification

independent expert be required
• What happens if suggested
protected areas are not accepted
by govt?
• Question about whether manager
should be required to work with
“ALL” interested parties.
• Notes that this indicator could
easily be combined with 6.4.2

6.4.3 work with
interested
parties

6.4.4 mapped results

6.4.6 no operations
in candidate
Pas
6.4.7 sphere of
influence

• Identified as a
useful
indicator, but
also identified
as a costly
indicator

6.5.2 SOP training

6.5.3 effectiveness

ArborVitae Environmental Services

• Concern that scope of SOPs
required exceeds the
requirements of the criterion
• Suggestion to add SOPs for
carbon (see 2.2.3 for more
discussion on carbon), and
maintenance of forest fertility
• Concern about that consultation
requirements are impractical
• Notes that this indicator can be
combined with others (4.5.2,
7.3.1)
• Concern that performance

Notes
• Concerns could be
addressed in intent box

• Combining with 6.4.2
seems simple and
obvious.

• Concern that this indicator gives
ENGOs too much power –
suggestion that it become a
verifier under 6.4.3
• Concerns that govt. may mandate
operations in required protected
areas – suggestion that text be
modified to account for this
• Confusion around how applicants
working on private land address
this indicator

6.4.5 documentation
of support

C 6.5 Guidelines
and SOPs
6.5.1 ground
rules/SOPs

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns

• Concern could be
addressed with minor
wording revision

• Note that nutrient loss may be a
concern on all sites (not just
sensitive ones)
• Maximum corridor widths should
be identified (practical?)
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Impact

monitoring

Editorial/Clarification

Notes

measures reside in other
indicators – is this one really
necessary?
• Suggestion to delete as this
indicator is obvious

6.5.4 noncompliance &
rehabilitation
C 6.6 Chemicals

6.6.1 prohibited
chemicals
6.6.2 integrated pest
management
6.6.3 continual
reduction

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns

• Concern that indictors in this
Criterion need to recognize that
chemical pesticides are “more
environmentally sensitive” than
biological ones in some cases
• No substantial
comments

• Several
respondents
noted
negative
impact of this
indicator as it
has impact of
degrading
forest quality
• Other
respondents
noted difficulty
in assessing
this indicator

6.6.4 support for
non-chemical
methods
6.6.5 health and
safety

ArborVitae Environmental Services

• Suggestion to change focus to
“judicious use of pesticides”
• Comments noting that this
indicator was counterproductive –
meeting requirements of PIC is
difficult/impossible without the
use of herbicides; prohibiting use
of pesticides is not in the best
silvicultural interest of the forest
• “The indicator has been danced
around by auditors”
• Note that the requirement for
continual reduction exceeds the
requirements of the criterion
• Focus should be on increasing
the probability of success in
establishing forest units that meet
forest mgmt objectives

• This indicator is very
contentious, there
seems a strong need for
reconsideration.

• No comments on this
indicator
• Concern that indicator is vague
and redundant – focus should be
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Component

Impact

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns

Editorial/Clarification

Notes

on training consistent with
regulations
C6 6.7 Disposal of
Chemicals
6.7.1 ground rules
6.7.2 training &
accreditation

• No comments on this
indicator
• Can this be combined with other
indicators related to training that
are noted in the indicator text?
• Note that the statement
“Genetically modified organisms
are not used” is an orphan
statement and requires its own
indicator

C 6.8 Biological
Control

6.8.1 use of
Biological
Control agents
6.8.2 compliance
with laws
6.8.3 monitoring
6.9 Exotic species

6.9.1 limits to use of
exotic trees

6.9.2 invasive
species

ArborVitae Environmental Services

• No comments on this
indicator
• Notes that this indicator is not
necessary as it is covered
elsewhere (P1)
• Note that this indicator is covered
under monitoring
• Suggestion to replace NBS
language with that from GLSL
standard
• suggestion to delete indicator box
(no reason given)
• Concern that indicator is giving
subtle approval for plantations,
and sidestepping P10
• Exemption for Quebec should be
explained
• Concern that native seed is very
expensive.
• Suggestion that Indicator should
permit non-invasive exotics if

• Although this Indicator
does provide tacit
approval for plantations,
the requirements of P 10
still need to be met.
• Need definition of invasive
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Component

Impact

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns

Editorial/Clarification

Notes

native seed is too expensive and
exotics are effective
• Suggestion to delete indicator
• Concern that prohibition on exotic
species exceeds the
requirements of the Criterion
6.9.3 monitoring

C 6.10 Forest
conversion
6.10.1 conversion in
HCVs
6.10.2 5% limit

Noted by one
respondent as
costly

• no comments on this
indicator
Noted as useful
by one
respondent

6.10.3 natural forest
conversion
6.10.4 conversion to
non-forest
6.10.5 mgmt of
conversions

• Several responses question
validity of 5% limit and note that it
is not consistent with triad
approach.
• “Where did 5% come from”
• Suggestion to clarify scope of
demonstrable long-term
sustainable conservation benefits
• No comments on this
indicator
• Contradiction is not
evident to us

• Not of contradiction between
6.10.4 and this indicator. 6.10.4
allows conversion, this indicator
says ALL conversion needs to be
rehabilitated

• no comments on this
indicator

6.10.6 work with
other tenure
holders

ArborVitae Environmental Services
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PRINCIPLE 7: MANAGEMENT PLAN
Component

C7.1 – Contents of
Mgmt Plan

Impact
• Noted as a
useful
requirement
by three
respondents

7.1.1 Stakeholder
opportunities
7.1.2 use of
appropriate
expertise
7.1.3 precautionary
approach

7.1.4 coordination of
landscape
mgmt

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns
• Note that GLSL P7 contains only
5 indicators suggestion to simplify
requirements
• Note that P7 should have a link to
HCVs
• Suggestion all indicators in this
criterion be deleted and replaced
by a single one which restates the
criterion – rationale is the strong
regulatory framework which exists
in provinces
• Note that process requirements
should all exist in one place – P3,
P4, or P7.
• Suggestion to delete as this is a
process indicator – assessment
should rely just on quality of the
plan
• Suggestion to delete as
requirement for precautionary
approach appears elsewhere in
Standard (P6, P8)
• Suggestion to delete as it is
redundant with P 6 requirement
• Concern that the large size of
most boreal forests eliminates the
need to coordinate mgmt

Editorial/Clarification
• Suggestion to delete intent box

ArborVitae Environmental Services

• Several respondents
considered this a useful
criterion, but there were
also comments noting
the overlap of several
indicators with other
elements of the
Standard

• Note to further define ”appropriate
expertise”

• no comments on this
indicator

7.1.5 objectives
7.1.6 required
content

Notes

• Note that range of natural
variability information does not
exist for non-timber resources and
could be time-consuming and

• There is a poor translation of the
French and this can have several
meanings, depending on
interpretation. The French version
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Component

Impact

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns
costly to obtain

7.1.7 required
context

• concern that forests inventories
do not contain information on
“unusually high species diversity”,
so this requirement will be difficult
to address

7.1.8 TEK

• Concerns that managers should
not be obliged to incorporate TEK
– only obligation is to produce a
high-quality plan
• Concern that this indicator is hard
to audit
• Overlap with 3.3

ArborVitae Environmental Services

• Suggestions to delete as it is
addressed under P 8
• Suggestions to delete as it is
addressed under P 8

Notes

uses the word "census" while the
English version uses the word
"describe". The term "census"
may mean "a population count,
which is a considerable effort in
comparison with a "description ":
French: "The plan and related
documentation should census
terrestrial and aquatic species
and their habitat (...)" ; English:
"The management plan and
supporting documentation
describe terrestrial and aquatic
species and habitat (...)"
• “third bullet in list of the indicator –
need to add to end of “conditions
on adjacent lands” that affect the
management of the DFA.” No
sense requiring mger to document
“adjacent lands” when there is not
implication to forest mgt.”
•

• Suggestion to delete intent box

C 7.2 Revision and
Monitoring

7.2.1 monitoring
strategy
7.2.2 implementation
of monitoring

Editorial/Clarification

• Suggestion to add verifier for
workers training
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• As with C 7.1 there
may be opportunity to
address redundance in
this Criterion’s
requirements
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Component
strategy
7.2.3 revise mgmt
plan with
monitoring
results
C7.3 Training and
supervision

Impact
Noted as a
useful indicator

7.3.1 training
program
7.3.2 supervisory
system
C 7.4 Public
availability
7.4.1 mgmt plan
summary

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns

Editorial/Clarification

• Note that this indicator alone is
sufficient to address the criterion
• Suggestion to place C7.3 as the
lead component related to training
• Requirements related to training
addressed in other places of the
standard should be synthesized
so that they can comprehensively
be addressed under C. 7.3

• As with the two
previous criteria, there
is overlap between this
criterion’s requirements
and those with other
elements of the
Standard
• no comments on this
indicator
• no comments on this
indicator

• Note that public should be
provided with a whole plan, not
just the summary
• Note that plans could be made
available on internet
• Concern that too much effort is
required to prepare a publicallyavailable plan summary, as public
is involved in many other ways

• Difference of opinion in
input on this indicator –
some consider it
valuable, but there is
also a note that it is too
onerous for the value

7.4.2 Operational
plans

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Notes

no comments on this
indicator
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PRINCIPLE 8: MONITORING AND ASSESSMENT
Component

Impact

Notes

• note that this
is a useful
indicator
• note that this
is a costly
indicator
• Suggestion to eliminate
requirement that monitoring be
linked to stated hypotheses
• Suggestion that manager be
required to develop a list of
uncertainties (presumably
monitoring would be oriented
around uncertainties)

8.1.2 adaptive
management

• need to bold and define adaptive
management in glossary

• no comments on this
indicator

8.1.3 review and
update
8.1.4 public
availability
C 8.2 Monitoring
plan
requirements
8.2.1 Yield

Editorial/Clarification

• Notes that there is considerable
overlap/redundancy in the
indicators of this Principle with
others elsewhere in the Standard.
• Note that intent box is very
important as it addresses the fact
that the applicant is not expected
to monitor everything and that
govt. has a role in monitoring

C8.1 – Monitoring
requirements

8.1.1 comprehensive
monitoring plan

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns

• Suggestion to combine 8.1.4 and
8.5.1 as they both address public
availability of monitoring program
• noted as a
useful
criterion

ArborVitae Environmental Services

• no comments on this
indicator
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Component

Impact

8.2.2 Harvest by
other parties
8.2.3 growth rates

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns

8.2.6 environmental
impacts
8.2.7HCVs

8.2.8 cultural values

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Notes

• Suggestion to delete as it is
implied in 8.2.1
• no comments on this
indicator

8.2.4 inventory

8.2.5 flora and fauna

Editorial/Clarification

• Concern that (in Quebec anyway),
the government does not conduct
much monitoring, so if company’s
don’t do it, it won’t likely get done.
However it is also recognized that
this is an onerous requirement
• Suggestion to revise the wording
of the indicator to require that the
information be available, and not
be concerned with not who
collects it

• Suggestion to modify wording
slightly: …”The inventory is
functionally linked to a forest
ecosystem classification system”
• Note that intent box accurately
indicates that provinces bear
responsibility

• no comments on this
indicator
• Note that the Criterion does not
require the company to be the
sole provider of this information
and suggestion to revise the
wording of the indicator to require
that the information be available,
and not be concerned with not
who collects it
• Note that measuring of social
impacts is very difficult – mainly
due to overlapping industry and
lack of publicly available data
• Note that the Criterion does not
require the company to be the
sole provider of this information
and suggestion to revise the

• Monitoring should be added to
glossary “too many people think
that effectiveness monitoring is
implementation”
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Component

Impact

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns

Editorial/Clarification

Notes

wording of the indicator to require
that the information be available,
and not be concerned with not
who collects it
• no comments on this
indicator

8.2.9 economics
8.2.10 sample plots

8.2.11regular
assessment

• Noted as a
useful
indicator
• Noted as a
useful
indicator

C8.3Chain of
custody

• Note that this indicator should be
moved to C 8.4 as the topic is
more relevant there

• Suggestion that intent box should
reference the applicable COC
standards, or have a hyperlink to
the FSC web site where standards
and referencing material is
available.
• Suggestion to add a new intent
box indicating that provincial
systems developed for the
monitoring / tracking / collection of
Crown Dues (taxes) are an
acceptable Chain-of-Custody
system”

8.3.1 procedure

8.3.2 marking labeling

ArborVitae Environmental Services

• Suggestion to modify the indicator
to add at the end “data collection
program, as well as the
management plan”
• Suggested addition “Information
and knowledge related to forest
management are regularly
assessed and the mans to
address gaps in them is
incorporated into the research and
data collection program and the
management plan (as required by
indicator 7.2.3)”

• Note that indicator “is not required
if we do not want to affix the label

• revision seems
warranted
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Component

Impact

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns

Editorial/Clarification

"FSC-Pure." The boreal standard
was written before the revision of
the standard chain of custody
FSC-STD-40-004”
• Note regarding phrase “and/or are
stored separately from noncertified forest products”. This
should align more with the
requirement in the CoC standard,
such as products are identifiable
and separable. This is different
from being stored in separate
storage areas. Storing products in
separate areas is one method of
ensuring products are “ separable”
but not the only one.
C 8.4 Plan revision
8.4.1 plan revision

C 8.5 Public
availability
8.5.1 monitoring
summary

8.5.2assist public with
interpretation

ArborVitae Environmental Services

• Several notes that the verifiers do
not match the requirements of the
indicator

• Suggestion to combine 8.1.4 and
8.5.1 as they both address public
availability of monitoring program
• Suggestion that should include
requirement of posting summary
on the internet
• Suggestion that this indicator
should be removed as it is not
useful
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PRINCIPLE 9: HIGH CONSERVATION VALUE FORESTS
Component

Impact

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns

• Noted as a
positive
influence by
four
respondents
and a
negative
influence by
one, and a
difficult
component by
another

• Concern that P9 does not
adequately link back to other
principles: “HCVF concept does
not improve good forest
management, because it is
already addresses in previous
principles. “
• Concern that all indicators in P 9
are difficult to understand and
suggestion that guidance be
taken from GLSL standard
• Concern that guidance over Large
Landscape Forests is missing: “at
present there is considerable
inconsistency among TSC
tenures on how LLFs are
assessed”.
• Concern that there is a general
lack of understanding of the
difference between protected
areas and HCVFs
• Concerns that it is critical that
there be only one “National
toolkit” – “Attaching a slightly
different toolkit to each standard
will destroy the HCV analysis”
• Concern about applicant being in
conflict of interest in identifying
HCVs
• Suggestion to incorporate 9.1.2
into this indicator

C9.1 – HCV
Assessment

9.1.1 identify HCVs

9.1.2 external
involvement

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Editorial/Clarification

Notes
• Some of the issues
relate to understanding
of the concepts, and
not to the Standard per
se.

• Concern about confusion
regarding overlapping use of HCV
and HCVFs

• Suggestion to incorporate this
indicator into 9.1.1
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total amount of work
involved would not
change
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Component

Impact

9.1.3 credible outside
review

• Noted as
useful by two
respondents

C 9.2 Consultation

•

9.2.1Consultation
C9.3 Management of
HCVs

9.3.1 mgmt plan
strategies

• Noted as a
useful
indicator

9.3.2 coordinate
activities

9.3.3 precautionary
approach

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns
• Note that it is difficult to find
qualified specialists to participate
• Note highlighting the difference
between a peer review and the
requirements of this indicator –
suggestion that an intent box
clarify the difference.
• Note that consultation should not
be interpreted as consensus
•
•
• Note that HCV reports should be
publicly available
• Concern that quality of the reports
is declining “as companies who
are seeing FSC are more
careless about how they meet the
requirements
• Concern that provision to defer
logging in large landscape level
forests may “trump” the statement
in 6.2 about endangered and
threatened species where no plan
may exist.
• Concern that the long list of
bullets is overly-prescriptive;
desire for applicants to have more
discretion in meeting the intent of
the indicator
• Concern that indicator should
require communication/interaction
with neighbouring mgmt units on
a regular basis
• Statement of support for use of
precautionary approach in this
indicator

Editorial/Clarification

• Note that mention of publically
available management plan is
redundant with C 8.5

Notes

•
•

• Consider adding phrase “..but is
not restricted to the following list
of values” to the end of the
indicator so that important
concerns are not scoped out
• What is a “credible conservation
plan”

•

•
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Component

Impact

9.3.4inclusion in
mgmt plan

C 9.4 Monitoring
9.4.1 monitoring
program

9.4.2 quality of
monitoring
program

9.4.3 reassess mgmt
if nec.

Appendix 5

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns

Editorial/Clarification

• “ The indicator 9.3.1 refers to the
"development plan and related
documents, but the indicator 9.3.4
we only speak of the summary of
the plan. Why not include in the
summary the content of any
companion documents? “
• Notes that some attributes are not
meaningful to monitor annually
• Also concern about costs
• Concern that monitoring of some
HCVs are outside the scope of
monitoring normally done by
forest companies “Only HCVs
dependent on the management of
forest cover should be included“
in the monitoring requirements
• Note that the requirements of this
indicator are addressed by 8.2.6
• Suggestions to delete as
requirement is covered in 9.4.1
and P8

• Concern that applicants can not
be held accountable to adjust the
trends of other uses
• Also note that indicator
contradicts p. 25 of the standard
(no explanation provided)
• Concern about inconsistencies in
App 5: “ Eliminate Figure 1 of
Appendix 5 which is confusing
and inconsistent with the

Notes
•

• Note that “status“ needs definition

• The verifiers include the "Results
of the consultation program,"
whereas the English version on
request the results of the
monitoring program "Results of
monitoring program”
• The verifiers include the "Results
of the consultation program,"
whereas the English version on
request the results of the
monitoring program "Results of
monitoring program”
• In several places Appendix 5 is
referred to as Appendix 4
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Component

Impact

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns

Editorial/Clarification

statements in the table. For
example, the table identifies items
as "definitive", yet the flow chart
implies that the same item, if it
exists in the forest, may be
spared an HCVF designation after
ground truthing, providing that a
rationale is provided. We have
never found assessors to be this
flexible. They have ignored the
flow chart and focused on the
table.
• Concern that it is unclear whether
“conservation areas” must be
declared HCVFs, or whether this
is at the discretion of the
manager. The table describes
their existence as "definitive"
evidence of an HCVF, but the
note says they do not constitute
HCVFs.
• For Appendix 5 Category 2 of the
Appendix would seem to apply to
an entire SFL in the boreal forest!
The purposes of Category 2 Q 7
and category 2 Q. 10 are
unclear…. A very large recent
burn with no roads in it would not
be eligible for HCVF status under
these questions just because it is
young. Delete the requirement for
these HCVFs to consist primarily
of "climax species" .

ArborVitae Environmental Services
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PRINCIPLE 10: PLANTATIONS
Note – there were very few responses related to P10, so they are summarized below without the use of rows related to individual
criteria and indicators

Component

Impact

Principle 10 Plantations

ArborVitae Environmental Services

Substantive
Suggestions/Concerns
• Note that need for use of P 10 in
the boreal remains unclear as the
definition of plantations doesn’t
seem relevant to boreal forests.
• Note that “This intent box is very
important to differentiate between
"plantations" and typical
treatments used in the
regeneration of the Boreal Forest.
It is important that the standard
continue to define plantations as
forests in a highly altered state.
Without this definition the burden
of Principle 10 would
exponentially increase.”
• Note indicating support for the
interpretation which has been
obvious in most certs that P 10 is
not applicable in boreal.

Editorial/Clarification
• Note that there is a need to
provide more clarity on the
definition of plantations in the
context of the boreal forest
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• There were very few
comments related to
this principle. Most of
those which were
received indicated
support for the
interpretation that
management of
Canada’s boreal forests
does not make use of
plantations as they are
defined by the
Standard.

